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ÀBSTRACT

An inquiry into the sense and purpose of the sociological
contribution to knowledge is guided by an image of humans conceptualized
as moral subjects. Essentially, the concept moral subjects refers to
beings who envision possibilities and choose among them. Human

behaviour, however, is not merely utilitarian, but also inspired by a

vision of value and guided by an ideal. The image of humans is rounded
out by the contention that human behaviour cannot simply be comprehended
or guided by logico-rational thought.

The construction of socio-cultural orientations, of sociaJ. Iife, is
seen as a historical-social project, the product of human choices, which
is constrained by factors such as knowledge, social relations, time, and
the physiotogical parameters of human being. Knowledge is a vital force
for understanding and choosing, and a purpose of sociology, in the
utopian spirit, is to contribute to human discourse with statements of
value about human needs, potentialities, and meaningful being.

This thesis considers the capacity of sociology to allow broader
sectors of society, especially social movements, to participate more
ful1y and intelligently in social choices. It aLso addresses how

sociology can complement social movements within the framework of
planned social change. Four theories of social movements are compared,
assessing how each perspective understands collective action and how

each approaches the theoria-praxis relationship. The four theories are:
Neil Smelser's theory of collective behaviour, resource mobilization
theory, Karl Marx's theory of social movements, and Àlain Touraine's
sociology of action approach. Despite its flaws, Touraine's approach
makes the most significant contribution of the theories considered in
fusing theory with praxis, and provides a means for establishing a moral
dialogue between human beings about social choices and the ends of life.
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Chapter I

THE SENSE ÀND PURPOSE OF SOCIOTOGICAT KNO}ItEDGE

Human discourse has never consisted sole]y or largely of factual

statements of observation. It has aJ.ways included statements of vaIue,

of right and wrong, of beauty and ugliness, of obligation and duty, of

essential necessity (nohak, 1984). Western utopian thought, for

example, has traditionally been concerned with the nature of the good

Iife and the good society. It has contributed to human discourse

numerous statements of value about human needs, potentialities, and

meaningful being.

The word utopia (derived from the Greek ou topos), which properly

means nowhere, has it origins in the name of an ideal society conceived

and described by Thomas l¿ore[1]. The utopia, whích is concerned with

eliminating perceived causes of social evi1, idealizes social

arrangements (Davis, 1984) [2]. It should be distinguished from other

types of ideal societies such as the perfect moral commonrvealth and the

religious millennium [3] .

The perfect moral commonrrealth idealizes human beings. Il accepts

existing social arrangements and political institutions, and is

accomplished by the moral reformation of every individual and

subsequently every group in socieLy. The utopia, in contrast, is

realized through human wilI and effort to effect a basic transformation

in social arrangements. The retigious millennium, on the other hand, is

accomplished by agencies which are consciously regarded as supernatural.

-1
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Karl Mannheim (1936) suggested that utopian thought reflects the fact

that particular aspiring classes or oipr"ss"d groups are devoutly

interested in the transformation of social arrangements prevailing at

the time[4]. Utopian thought, however, has not always been concerned

with active social reform. It has been used as an informing power to

expose the squalor or absurdity of specific social institutions for the

purpose of bringing them into fuIl view. Utopian thought has also been

utilized as a means of visualizing alternative social arrangements based

on ideals which encourage contempLation and judgement, but do not

involve any revolutionary impulse.

In spite of its honorable intentions, utopian thought has been

frequently derided, defamed, and dismissed. Freud, for instance,

delivèred some of his most devastating attacks on utopianism. He

consistently condemned the notion that human aggressiveness would be

eliminated as a resul-t of establishing a neyl order of property

relations--the underlying assumption of many nineteenth century

utopians. For Freud, human aggressiveness was virtually innate and only

partially transnutable (Manuel, 1979).

Another factor contributing strongly to the decline of utopian

Èhought has been the existentialists' thesis of the irreducible

irrationality of human beings. Existential thought refuses to accept

the optimism reflected in the Enlightenment argument that reason in lhe

form of science can solve the problems of humanity. Il argues Èha!

human behavior cannot be simply comprehended or guided by

logico-rational thought; that human beings are confronted r+ith a number

of paradoxes which reason cannot so1ve. In oÈher words, existential
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argues that human beings as a whole have a nonrational side

impervious to .scientific understanding and control (Tiryakian,

The dystopian writings of Àldous Hux1ey (1946), George Orwell (1968),

and, more recently, Milan Kundera (1983) have also challanged the

veridity of the utopian vision. Each of these authors, in differing

vrays, has suggested that the desire for utopia is the basis of world

i11s; that the ideal of social perfection is what inevitabl-y produces

societal nightmares: militarization, regimentation, standardization,

and totalitarianism. These ills, the by-product of a hunanitarian

tradition, have lead to a shadowy apprehension about utopianism,

frustrating and paralyzing visions of social betterment. To put it

another way: the "vilification of utopian thought has meant that the

sociat reform ideal has degenerated into social welfare work" (Becker,

1 968:73 ) .

Certainly, much of the Freudian, dystopian, and existentialist

condemnation of utopian thought is legitimate. Still, uLopian thought

retains value for human beings. As a theoretical device, it has the

significant functíon of allowing us to visualize a variety of

possibilities for alternative and perhaps more salutary social

arrangements. Utopian thought can also be used lo explore needs as well

as choices about what needs are considered to be legitimate and assign

them priorities (Levitas, 1984).

Knowledge has long been considered an important force influencing the

quality of social life. it allows human beings to create a state of
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relations between themselves and their environment (Touraine, 19'77). it

is a vital force for guiding our lives, for understanding and choosing

(nohak , .1 
984 ) .

Some of the foremost contributors to the utopian tradition such as

Francis Bacon, Henri Saint-Simon, and Àuguste Comte believed that an

increase in scientific knowledge would replace blind faith and ignorance

with insights into human necessities and thus improve social life.

However, we know today that we cannot expect social betterment simply

through the proliferation of knowledge. it can also have the effect of

increasing uncertainty, complexity, and inaccessibility.

Sociology, the offspring of the utopian tradition, has made an

extensive contribution to our knowledge of society. In conjunction with

other disciplines, it has contributed to an "anthropodic" explanation of

evil in the world (Becker, 1968). In other words' socioLogy has

contributed to an explanation of evil which is caused by human beings,

individually and collectively, mismanaging their responsibilities, and

making bad choices over humanmade arrangements.

The categories of good and eviL are, of course, the product of human

meanings, of social definitions. Different societies and different

groups within a society can come to develop competing definitions of

good and bad choices. Consequently, two significant questions arise:

who in lhese societies participate in the construction and

implementation of social definitions and what is the status of the

knowledge used to makes these choices?

L-_
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Sociology, in conjunction with other disciplines, can contribute to

the "conscientization" (Freire, 1970) of society. That is, it can help

men and llomen, âs knowing subjects, achieve a deepening awareness of

both the socio-cultural orientations which shape their lives, and their

capacity to transform those orientations which they consider harmful.

It can also make more obvious the range of choices potentially available

to us for alternative and perhaps more salutary socio-cultural

arrangements and show us the limits of particular endeavors [5] .

When Àuguste Comte conceived of sociology, he foresaw it as a moral

science that would fuse science and value. As such, the task of science

was to assess the truth of ought-ridden statements of value, and guide

social reconstruction. The works of Comte influenced a number of

Àmerican scholars and their visions of a society redeemed by inspired

social technocrats (viaitch and Lyman, 1985). For example, the work of

early Àmerican sociologists such as AIbion Small, Franklin Giddings, and

Lester F. Ward can be summarized as the search for basic laws or

principles of human Iife, which if correctly employed, could be used to

solve the problems of society (McCarthy and Das, 1985; Viditch and

Lyman, 1985).

Since the First World War, however, the domineering influence of

positivism, wíth its emphasis on the practice of research .using a

"scientific" methodology imitative of natural sciences has downgraded

statements of value in favor of purporÈed ethical neutrality[0]. Such

an approach has, for the most part, attempted to "moralIy neuter"

sociology's contribution to human discourse and is fundamentally

counterintuitive and ultimately fruitless for human beings who require a

context for judgements on which all their purposeful activity depends.
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Thus the positivist approach severed statements of fact from

statements of value, and departed from a long tradition in which truth

was endowed with a moral quality and knowledge of the ideal lvas said to

compel action (Goodwin and Taylor, 1984). And in this rlay, questions

about the sense of sociological knowledge became and remain obscured,

overshadowed by concerns of technical efficacy. Losing the sense of

sociological knowledge is, however, only part of the issue.

Traditionally, government and industry have been the primary

beneficiaries of sociological knowledge and research. For them,

sociology, as a field of inquiry, has the capacity to provide practical

answers to a variety of economic, Þolitical, and social problems, which

have increasingly come to be regarded not as lopics of discussion and

choíce bu! as technical issues to be solved by experts.

Increased intervention by the state into areas of social life,

especially after 1945, and research funds from business organizations,

government agencies, and private foundations have encouraged the

discipline of sociology to extend its field of analysis to more and

different areas of specialization: communications, criminology,

education, gerontology, industrial, medical, and military sociology, and

public opinion (McCarthy and Das, 1985; Viditch and Lyman, 1985). The

discipline, in turn, has responded to whatever subject area the funding

would support, including "Project Camelotr" the counterrevolutionary

research program sponsored by the American Department of Defense, which

had employed hundreds of social scientists, and when exposed embarrassed

the discipline.
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The shift from autonomous scholarship to corporate and state

sponsored administrative science has enabled government and industry to

focus the eyes of research, and thus narrow or obscure the parameters of

alternative theoretical understandings of other experienced problems.

It has also allowed them to monopolize the power to inform, govern, and

exploit social choices and social change. That is, where policy

research is inconvenient or embarrassing ( i "e. , impinges on vested

interests), it can be edited with impunity (Bailey, '1980), or stamped:

"For Internal Use 0nly."

The subsequent unacceptibility of the range of social choices that

are typically available (promoted and supported by state and corporate

hegemony) has inspired numerous social movements, such as the

anti-nuc1ear, environmental, minorities (gays and lesbians, the elderly

and disabled), peace, and r¡onen's movements. Such groups are demanding

that social choices must be argued for, not repressed (Cohen, 1983), and

thus are attempting to win back social spaces presently dominated by

technocrats.

While we cannot say, a priori, that individuals or groups will

benefit from it, the accumulation, distribution, and application of

knowledge in society remains one of the primary forces that can enable

broader secÈors of society lo participate in social tife. The uneven

social distribution and production of such knowledge accounts, in part'

for vast differences in the ability to realize personal and collective

goals. Depending on the amount and quality of the knowledge and

applied, such goals can either be thwarted or facilitated.
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What should be considered, then, is the capacity of sociology to

allow broader sectors of society ( i.e. , social. movements) to participate

more fully and inlelligently in sociat choices. SociaI activism or good

rvorks, however, is not the exclusive or primary objective of sociology.

yet, social movements and social science can complement each other

within the framework of planned social change. Thus, such a project

will require an action-guiding theory that not only benefits broader

sectors of society but also contributes to a social, scientific

comprehension of human 1ife.

Social movements are complex phenomena which have given rise to a

number of theories tha! attempt to describe and explain their diverse

characteristics. Each of the theories that we wiIl examine (whether

Neil Smelser's theory of collective behaviour, resource mobilization

theory, KarI Marx's theory of social movements or Àlain Touraine's

sociology of action approach) imposes upon or isolates within social

movements a special causal analysis which draws attention to specific

dynamics. Each perspecLive suggests a ditferent viewpoint: the

colleclive responses to structural strain (SmeIser), the material and

non-material mobilization of resources required for the pursuit of

movement goals (resource mobilization theory), the role of class

relations and economic contradictions (Marx), or the role of catalytic

agents as a force for change (Touraine).

Theories, however, are not ends in themselves but means of gaining a

grip on practice. Theories assist human beings to organize experience

in the.Iight of their relationship with their environment" It is

lhrough the interaction or what others might call the dialectic between
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theoria and praxis t.hat human beings, experientially and scientifically,

derive so rnuch of their knowledge[71. The cooper or ferrier, for

example, in working on their materials' are guided by rules of

experience which have been proven in the tradition of their trade. This

self-corrective dialectic relationship between theoria and praxis

carries over to the way the physical sciences operate (Kearney,

1e84)[8] "

Each theory of soc ial movements suggests a method of "doing"

sociology. Put differently: each theory provides a rationale for the

existence of sociology as scholarship, and explicitly or implicitly

prescribes a role for the sociologist. Some theories, in the spirit of

poSitivism, advocate a "vaIue-neutral" approach; otherS advocate a

value-commitLed approach. It is here that probiems about why rve are

producing sociological knowledge and how it is to be used--problems of

the relation between theory and practice--emerge. What is important,

from my stance, is whether these theories of social movements can

provide an overall framework of collective actíon for collective action.

My lask here is to regain what we have lost sight of: the Sense and

purpose of the sociological contribution to knowledge for beings who

require a context for making judgements on which all their purposive

activity depends. Essentially, this task will be accomplished by

comparing four competing theories of social movements, paying particular

attention to how each perspective understands collective action, and to

how each can contribute to the "conscientization" of society and thereby

inform praxis. But first let us turn to examine some of the major

contributors to the Western utopian tradition.



Chapter I I

UTOPTAN THOUGHT¡ ASPIRAT]ONS AND APPREHENSIONS

2.1 THE UTOPIAN VISION

It is impossible to put an exact date on the beginning of utopian

thought. Whereas PIato's Republic is generally considered the first

great utopian work, reflecting on the institutions of an ideal social

order, distinctively modern utopianism undoubtedly grew out of the

combination of socio-economic, political, and religious transformation

of the Seventeenth century (Goodwin and Taylor , 19821. For our

purposes, however, Thomas More's Utopia (1516) is a convenient starting

point.

During the Renaissance, scholars began to believe with increasing

confidence that a better society depended upon their relationship to

their fellow-hunans rather than in their relationship to God, and that

ideals could be incarnated in society by calculated hunan action. In

More's Utopia, for example, the Utopians had realized moral and

political truths of a higher order through their own collective efforts.

Nevertheless, their commonrlealÈh could not be compared. to paradise.

Crime within the state and vlar against external adversaries sti1l

existed. For More, Utopia, ât best, could prepare its members for the

heavenly afterlife (Manuel , 1979)..

10 -
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During the seventeenth century, intellecLual awareness of the fact

that societies were not static but capable of transformation under the

impact of human direction expanded dramatically. Reason, as embodied

especially in lhe growth of scientific thought and the observable

capacity of applied science to alter the natural environment, was seen

as the primary instrument with which human beings could construct a

better life on earth. At the same time, history came to be viewed more

and more in linear ternsr âs an evolutionary process towards great

social improvement, and possibly perfection (Goodwin and Taylor, '1982).

The celebration of scientific thought significantly altered the focus

of the utopian vision. Whereas earlier writings, such as More's UtoÞia,

v,ere concerned with factors such as morality, the order of the family

and the social system, works such as Francis Bacon's New Àtlantis (1624')

concentrated on an ideal of human comfort made possible through the use

of scientific knowledge and the manipulation of the environment wíth

technological devices.

For Bacon, the knowledge of causes revealed by science in conjunction

with a strong government (with sufficient power to execute planning

based on this knowledge) would ultimately irnmunize society from the iIls
that troubled it. However, even granted that physical science had

embarked upon a triumphant path, it still had to be demonstrated that

science would improve human beings morally or could remedy the ilIs of

human society.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau addressed some of the most poignant questions

that characterize the Western utopian tradition. They include: the
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degree of symphasis or cohesion that should exist among individuals,

which is perhaps the most deep-rooted utopian problem; the lype of

social sLructure in which this ideal could find appropriate expression;

and the perfect model of education, which is the key to any society.

These concerns allowed Rousseau to suggest that human beings could begin

to exercise free control over their affairs by selecting and creating a

world congruent rvith their own wishes, instead of blindty following

social customs[9] .

The belief that so much

incompatibility of individual

tradition in Western thought.

problem was:

human suffering derives from the

and collective desires has a long

For Rousseau (1968:60), lhe fundamental

How to find a form of association which will defend the person
and goods of each member with the collective force of all, and
under which each individual, while uniting himself with
others, obeys no one but himself, and remains as free as
before.

His solution, of course, was the social contract.

Rousseau's social contract has been considered by many analysts to be

either an unrealizable project, or else a project that can be realized

by modifying certain structural conditions, such as property relations,

which lie in the path of its becoming an institution. Modern political

thought ha.s developed in this dual direction: the rejection of the

proposition as such or the search for the inst,itutional form in which it

can be achieved (Àlberoni, 1984). Manuel (1979) has commented that

Rousseau's solution, like the problern itself, is a paradox, and along

with ¡ecker (1973) suggests that the pathos of humanity Iies in desiring

individuality and community too, both in full measure.
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Henri Saint-Simon's contribution to the utopian vision rvas his

proposal for a science that would gather systematic information about

social conditions, and subsequently provide a basis for remedial action

in society. Under the guidance of priest-scientists, Saint-sirnon

believed that a new ralional thoroughgoing social reconstruction based

on this knowledge would allow men and women to atLain earthly paradise.

Àuguste Comte's vision of human betterment was based on knowledge,

more specifically the "positive sciences, " which he believed would

guarantee harmony, equity, virtue and jusLice. tike his mentor

Saint-Simon, Comte believed that the science of society or sociology, as

he termed it, ltas Lhe best instrument to fuse fact and value, and to

moralJ.y guide social reconstruction. However, whereas Saint-Simon

subordinated method to achieving this goal, Comte emphasized method and

goal equa1ly.

According to Comte, if sociology was to be established on a solid

foundation it had to free itself from its association with philosophy

(Tiryakian, 1979). Sociology was to be positive, or, in other words,

scientific. It had to eliminate metaphysical preconceptions and adopt

instead the same approach to its phenomena of study as mathematics,

astronomy, and physics had already successfully addressed to theirs.

Comte had based his notion of positivism upon a grand and sweeping

historical speculation. Human history, he suggested, had passed through

successive slages of religion and metaphysics, and after the French

Revolution, humanity had finatly reached the age of science. Comte's

vision was an affirmation of rationalism tha! had found political and
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social expression during the French Revolution. Moreover, it reflected

the hisLorical optimism of the Enlightenment, that reason in the form of

"positive science" had finally come into its or+n, and that if the

methods of these sciences were applied universally, the problems and

superstitions of the past would disappear.

Karl Marx never explicitly conceptualized a utopia. In the Communist

Manifesto (1848), he used the word pejoratively to damn all pre-Marxian

social systems as unscientific, in contrast to the alleged1y scientific

character of his system of historical materialism. Sti11, Marx was

deeply influenced by the utopian writings of Rousseau, Saint-Simon and

Robert Owen, and his uÈopianism was embedded in a number of passages

scattered throughout his works (guber, 1960; Manuel, 1979; Lukes, 1984,

'1985; wallerstein, 1986)t101 .

Marx was critical of the occupational specialization resulting from

the division of labor in capitalisl societies because it entailed a

deformation of personality and an impairment of human faculties or the

"seIf-actualization" of the individual. He recognized how vital it was

for human beings to have active control and personal emotional

investment in the products of their labor.

Like the early socialists, Marx pursued the utopian image of a

communal society (i.e., communist society) of free and equal producers

of labor (i.e., workers) tirat would arise from a proper organization of

producÈion itself (Habermas, 1986). Since the communal society, that

is, workers managing themselves, would regulate producLion, no one would

be constrained by one exclusive task. Each worker could become -

accomplished in any activity he or she wished.
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a communist society, then, would be the fuIl

every individual, the realization of a

community. However, there is no discussion

and why such an ideal would differ from lhat

tradition (lukes, 1985).

.and ... I a communist society J... makes it possible for
me to do one thing today, another tommorrow, 'to hunt in the
morning, fish in the afLernoon' rear cattle in the evening,
criticize after dinner, just as I have a mind without ever
becoming hunter , f.isherman, sheperd or critic. (Marx,
1846:160)

In the Critique of the Gotha Proqram, the utopian elements of Marx's

thoughl, âs Manuel (1979) has suggested, are perhaps most succincLly

sta ted:

From each according to his ability, to each according to his
needs! (Marx, 1875:531)

The implication of this statement remains rather ambiguous to this day.

However, it probably refers primarily to means of subsistence; that in

the higher forms of communism lhe basic needs of human beings would be

met by society, irrespective of the quantity of social labor they were

able to contribute (¡uber, 1960; Manuel, 1979').

Marx emphasized the unity of theory and praxis as the conscious road

to freedom as defined by a communist society. However, by believing

that the ends would, in some way, generate the appropriate means, Marx

failed to utilize the strengths of utopian thought. In other words, Marx

failed to clarify the ends of his theory and explore or speculate on the

institutional forms that could embody them.
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Às a theory, classical Marxism has almost completely failed to bring

political and social imagination to bear upon significant life problems

such as social policy, the distribuÈion of resources and industrial

organizatíon. It has also been reticent about a range of moral

questions, such as those concerning ownership (ttohak, 1972), justice,

and rights, which establish parameters on how human beings are to be

treated in the present and immediate future (Lukes, '1984; 1985).

Various schemes of hunan prosperity have been put forLh this century.

Herbert Marcuse (1955), for example, rejected Freud's absolutist verdict

against utopianism, that human aggressiveness was virtually innate and

would not be eliminated as a result of establishing a new order of

property relations. For Marcuse, economic and sexual repressions may

have been necessary in the struggle against scarcity. But in a

Lechnologically advanced civilization, which has the capacity to

eliminate problems of scarcity, there is no inherent reason why the

libido (i.e., instinctual energy) previously repressed in the toil and

domination of nature cannot be released, that is, enjoy free

expression[11].

More recently, Jurgen Habermas (1963; '1986) has put forth the utopian

ideal of a communicative community. Such a community would be

characterized by a "communicative praxis," that is, public discussion

for a process of "discursive will-formation, " which would put

participants themselves in a position to actualize concrete

possibilities for a better and less endangered life, in accord with

their own needs and insights and their own initiative. However, exactly

how communicative praxis would work stiIl remains unclear.
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There are also the utopias of the New teft, feminism, the communards,

the ecologists, and the growing number of exponents of alternative

te.chnology. The spirit behind many of these utopias are nore

volunt,aristic than those of the pasl. They consLitute a challenge to

technocracy, that is, the concentration of power in giant systems

(Touraine, 1978), and a clear rejection of increased penetration or

"cofonization" of society by the state and its steering mechanisms

(cohen , 1982, 1 983 i Goodwin and Taylor , 1982; Habermas, 1982) l12l ,

Moregver, they encompass an av,areness of the need to overcome

alienation, in all its diverse forms, and to create arrangements in

which human beings can develop fuIly, and subsequently promote a rounded

well-being.

2.2 UTOPIÀNISM RENOUNCED

Utopianism has not always been embraced with open arms. Such a

reaction occurs for numerous reasons and derives from a variety of

sources. The intensity and diversity of disdain are made particularly

clear in what have been tern¡ed 'dystopias', perhaps best exemplified in

Aldous Huxley's Brave New World and George 0rwe11's Nineteen

Ei qhtv -Four Dystopian lhought, however, is not peculiar to the

twentieth century. Bernard de Mandeville's Fable of the Bees is an

eighteenth century example. Mandeville there depicts a society which

sets out to base itself entirely on lhe ideal of perfection and in the

process destroys its civilization.

The contemporary dystopian

relationships, on ideal languages,

attack on malhematized soc ial

and on the technological manipulation
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ot hunan beings in the interest of their happiness is directed

fundamentally against the utopian conception of a total ordering of

society, where each and every individual performs a specialized task

with the maximum efficiency. The classical defense of specialization is

Emile Durkhein's !h-e Division of Labor in Societv. Durkheim

(1933256-62) sets out to show that the division of labor, ât least in

its normal forms, is a socializing agent, and that human affection as we

know it depends upon the specialization of sexual ro1es, so that the

destruction of specialization would actually be dehumanizing.

The dystopians did not vrant a perfected ant heap where each and

every individual would have a defined ptace and specific function. They

recognized that a totally ordered society is possible only through the

curtailment of both personal and collective freedom, and that inevitably

eugenic controls could be imposed within such an authoritarian society.

The curtailment of freedom depends upon the extent to which

specialization is pursued. It can be dehumanizing but So can the

attempt to live one's life without ever concenLrating on particular

forms of achievement (Passmore, .1970). The value of specialization

should not be underrated. However, it is dehumanizing for women and men

to be put in positions in which they have no opportunity of exhibiting

any kind of enterprise in their work, as is the case when the nature and

conditions of that work are absolutely predetermined in detail, such as

on the factory floor.

The dystopians also cast doubt upon rule by' intellectuals, such as

philosopher-kings or priest-scientists, âS another recipe for human
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betterment. There is certainly no eloquent proof that whenever an

intellectual rules, freedom, justice and equality wilI flourish. The

Oxford-educated African dictators and Lenin are powerful examples Èo lhe

contrary (Passmore, 1970).

Another current of thought that has cast a shadow over the utopian

vision has been exisLential philosophy, or, as I,lahl (1969) has termed

il, the philosophies of existence. The utopianism of the Enlightenment

foresaw no end to the triumphant expansion of reason ínto al-l areas of

social life. However, reasonr âs the philosophers of existence have

pointed out, has foundered upon i ts opposite, upon surd and

unpredictable realities: rvars, economic crises, and political

upheavals. Even before many of the philosophers of existence Dostoevsky

(1913) came to feel and write that deep in men's and women's souls lie
unpredictable potentialities for evil which reason could not control

(Hisbet, 1953).

The essence of the existential protest is against rationalizationi

that rationalization and its institutional form of bureaucracy can

"pervade a whole civilization to the point where individuals in society

do less and less thinking, and perhaps wind up doing none at all"
(Barrett , 19622269). Kierkegaard, for example, was critical of the

unthinking everyday role game that individuals lvere expected to play in

mass society. He, like other philosophers of existence, wanted to

awaken the individual to his or her own potentialiLies (Barrett, 1962¡

Tiryakian, 1979) ,
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The utopia has traditionally been designed to create a unified

society, and a characteristic common to utopian thought is lha! the

solidarity of the group is the touchstone by which all other claims are

judged. The philosophers of existence, o0 the other hand, have

typically viewed society as the "seat of objectivity and therefore

antagonistic to the subjecÈive existence of the individual" (Tiryakian,

1979..152). In order to discover themselves, human beings must struggle

free from the yoke of society. Even though Marx and Rousseau, aS vre

have seen, expressed a profound concern for indivídua1

"seIf-act.ualization," utopias and utopianism have not typically fared

well with the existentialist concern for the subjective existence and

personal freedom of human beings

Kierkegaard argued that the individual should take precedence over

the universal. This has often been interpreted to mean "that the

individual is always higher than the collective" (Barrett, 1962:167).

Martin Heidegger also placed a premium on our subjectivity and rvas

critical of society's attempt to suffocate the individual's subjective

existence as his or her life became more collectivized. Heidegger's

cIaim, however, is sociologically problematic, and he has been

criticized for viewing the individual in isolation, in securing his or

her authentic existence to himself or herself aIone. Such a

controversial criticism has been made by other philosophers of existence

such as Karl Jaspers (1965), and by Martin Buber (1961), who have argued

that humans become humans only in community with humans, and are

inseparable from their social relations[13].

The essence of man can be grasped only with the reality of the
mutual relationship betweeñ man and mãn. (guber, 1961:15)
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Thus, for Buber (1961) humans can only come into being by relating

lhemselves creatively to their environment, to other human beings. The

crucial factor is transaction, without which there can be no knowledge,

no testing of powers, no heightening of beíng. I,lithout such a

relationship, Buber concluded that human beings would not come to feel

their own deep powers, would not discover themselves. We are now back

to the most deep-rooted utopian problern: the degree of symphysis that

should exist among individuals in society.

Much has been written of the emancipation of the individual from the

several solidarities that at one time circumscribed and checked its

expression. The general process that demolished these solidarities can

be summed up by the term "individuation." As Lyman (1978) has pointed

out, the variety of emphasis given to the individuating process is

noticed as part of the transition from mechanical to organic solidarity

(nurkheim); from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft (tonnies); from

traditional to rational-legaI law (Weber); from Stand-to

Klassen-individium (t'tarx ) ; and more recently , f.rom f olk to urban

socielies (neatield), and from sacred to secular social organization

( gecker ) .

Individuation, displacement of cust,om and status, impersonality, and

moral anonymiLy were hailed by the nineteenth century rationalist

because these forces would be instrumental in freeing human beings from

the "dead hand" of the past, and subsequently provide rational and

stable individuals with an environment in which they could develop their

inherent potentiali.ties (Nisbet,'1953). However, while individuation

provided human beings with rights, claims and demands, it left lhem more
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harmful acts on other anonymous human beings.
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and able to commit

What we have learned from contemporary social science, especially

social psychology, is thal the rationalized and bureaucratized image of

human being is theoretically inadequate and experientially intolerable;

and that the loss of life encompassing communal structures and meanings

robs humans of their security. Men and rlomen are racked by doubt and

anguish because their traditional world of shared meanings has been

eroded, severely circumscribed or removed.

This theme appears in different ways in the work of Marx as

alienation, in Durkheim as anomie and in Weber as disenchantment. The

modern world is seen as a spiritual desert where any meaning attached to

life has disappeared, leaving human beings empty and lost in a world

they cannot comprehend. Indeed, this has been the experience of third

world peoples encountering modernization.

The loss of integrated communal 1i fe has also been seen by

contemporary social science as a phenomenon that has curtailed the

possibility of the intensive collective participation in and the

creation of life meaning. Pre-class structured communaÌ groupings, for

example, "managed to allow the individual the relative freedom to

celebrate his energies in a rich presenl, and managed to combine this

celebration with a strict code of social muLuality" (¡ecker, 1969:233).

The harkening back to an earLier and perhaps better state of

humanity, to some golden age of the past, is a perpetual habit. Our

present, though, is too complex to retreat to the past. Our 91oba1
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history is the fragmentation of traditional solidarities. our present

is metropolises, megalopolises, and global intercónnections of human

societies (wolt , 1982). However, the social arrangements of pre-c1ass

sLructured communal groupings can be used as a source to frame ideals'

to construct blueprints for contemporary possibilities of collective

participation in and creation of life meaning--possiblities that allow

individuals relative freedom to celebrate their potentialities.

Utopian thouqht has traditionally conceptualized society as a

collective enterprise, in which anti-collective behavior directly

imperils everyone else. The contemporary utopian approach to theory and

practice takes issue with the emphasis of VJestern liberal democratic

thought on personal satisfaction and with politics as an activity

concerned predominantly with individual and group interests. ulopian

thought attempts to direct attention to a broader conception of the

,,good life", and the need to view society as a joint enterprise in which

the notion of a collective good can be expressed in progress towards

greater well-being (Goodwin and Taylor , 1982) '

The central concern of utopianism, then , ls that men and 9¡omen owe

the "good life" to each other individually and collectively. Such a

concern requires that human beings understand the necessity of limiting

some personal and collective desires due to the harm they may cause' In

other words, utopias and utopianism imply a notion of collective mutual

responsibility and Èhe wholeness of society'
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possess i ve

in attempting to negate anti-social behavior, and eliminate

individualism, uLopian thought has often been treated by
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Iiberal democratic theorists as a species of totalitarian thought' It

has been criticized for denying Lhe rights of individual human beings'

Rsusseau's concept of social contract and that of general wi11, for

example, have been posited as being at the root of totalitarianism

(¡Iberoni, 1984).

The First world Ï^¡ar threw a shadow over uLopianism. However, for

some the Great War produced a ray of optirnism--the formation of the

soviet union. Yet, the ruthlessness it displayed in agricultural

collecLivizaLion, the purges, show trials, kilIings and deportations

during the thirties and forties, interventionist manuevers in various

countries combined to discredit the Soviet Union as a symbol of hope and

a source of optimisn. The suicidal orgy of world I¡tar Two, the Nazi

Regime, Hiroshima, the social catastrophe of Mao's Cultural Revolution'

and the murderous abberations of new social systems throughout the

wor}d, such aS Pol Pot' s Cambodia , have given substance to the

existentialist, Freudian, and dystopian derision of utopianism'

The utopian tradition proclaimed scientific knowledge, technological

achievements, and planning as unfailing insLruments that would allow

human beings to attain earthly paradise. However, the disruptive

consequences of the self-initiated disorderly use of these instrumenls'

as predicted by the dystopians, has also contributed to a disenchantment

with utopian thought and the exhaustion of utopian energies (Habermas'

1986)t141 . Th.e evidence that bears out this contention includes:

nuclear energy, vreapons technology and its expansion into space, genetic

research and the biotechnical inLrusion into human being, and

inf ormation processing.
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The disenchantment and disillusion with utopian aspirations has been

the impetus for a number of influenLial contemporary theories ot social

crilicism. Each atLempts, in its ov¡n way, to describe or explain how

the very forces for increasing human emancipation from which we derived

our self-confidence and hope, in actuality turns emancipation into

oppression [1 5] .

2,3 THE VÀIUE OF UTOPIANISM

Today we find ourselves face to face with the knowledge that so much

evil in the world is caused by humans and their sociaLty constructed

arrangements. But since history has left us ambivalent towards so many

visions of human betterment, and since 1,te See so few solutions to our

problems, wB remain mired in pessimistic passivity. This pessimism,

which has gained both mental and institutional momentum alike, is

perhapsbestexempliedbyMartinHeidegger's(1gll)declaration¡''0nly

a god can save us now"t16].

Without any specifications about things worthy to fo]low, society is

as good as dead. This message appears in different forms in the

writings of PIato, Rousseau (Becker, 1968), and Dostoevsky.

For the secret of man's being is not only !o live but to have

someLhing to live for. without a stable conception of the

ó¡ject oi fif., man would not consent to go.on living, .and
would rati,ei-áåstroy himself on earth though he had bread in
abundance. (Dostoevsky, 19601260)

And cultural anthropologists have long recognizeil that aboriginal groups

who experience deculluration or lose the conviction that their way of

life is worthwhile die: organismically and symbolically (Turnbull'

1972) .
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Here is where vle arrive at the fruitfulness of utopianism. Utopian

thought provides a means whereby we can begin our work in order to

assess the defectiveness, the perversions and the abnormalities of our

existing social arrangements, and explore a variety of possibilities for

alternative and perhaps more salutary social arrangements. Paul Tillich

(j966) sees every uLopia as anticipation of human fu1fillment, and many

things anticipated in utopias have been shown to be real possibilities.

Without this anLicipatory inventiveness countless possibilities wouLd

have remained unrealized.

As a theoretical tooI, utopian thought, Since P1ato's Republic, has

had a vital role to play in the clarification and elaboration of

socio-political ends, and of the institutional forms that could embody

them. It brings non-routine perspectives to bear upon intractable

problems and issues, such as economic and social policy (f,ukes, 1984,

1985). Marx, ôs we have seen, failed to utilize these strengths of

utopian thought. Utopian thought also helps to clarify our ideas of

perfectibility, justice, and related concepts, and to examine human

problems such as death which are too broad and insoluable within

political theory, yet which are a determining factor in our

socio-cultural arrangements (Goodwin and Taylor , 19821.

Utopias have often been criticized for being unrealislic because Lhey

lack a programme of action (Davis, 1981). Certainly, this is a

legitimate criticism. À critical analysis of society or a heuristic

utopian model that lacks any programme of transforming action can in the

end settle ínto "sentimental desire": a sLyle of tiving with alienation

(Goodwin and Taylor, 1982). Consequently, utopian thought must also

contribute to a strategy for action.
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Utopian thought, then, performs a valuable role by helping to reveal

quite clearly what form of society is ethicalty and perhaps

aesthetically most desirable as a goal. It allows us to visualize or

construct from the best possible knowLedge the ideal-typical images of

human beings and the social arrangements that could supply us with all

lhe conditions for a complete and harmonious exercise of all our

faculties (Becker, '1968). In turn, these ideal-typical images can serve

as pathways or blueprints for action. Taken in a total context, utopian

thought can be used to guide us in reorganizing our environment and

reworking our ideals in the midst of this experience, before we, once

again, initiate new lines of action.

While utopianism provides potent ideals and blueprints that encourage

thought and action, it does not mean that these blueprints and ideals

must be followed blindLy or automaticalty. They can be used as

suggestive devices which help groups decide in which direction they

should move. It becomes a method for the radical re-thinking and

clarifying of problems and issues, for determing goaIs, for formulating

poticies and for testing alternatives (¡lexander and Gi11, 1984).

Àlberoni (1984) points out that the elaboration of a social blueprint

lakes lhought, practical experience, and time. If a blueprint is simply

forged in the course of action, the consequences can be extremely

brutal.

This is what happened in the Soviet Union, where the
Bolsheviks had absolutely no clear idea of how to organize
society (as is evidenl in Lenin's State and Revolution). They
had no notion, for example, of how much repressive action
would be necessary. (¡lberoni, 19842239)
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In conlrast, Fidel Castro's group brought about a radical transformation

of Cuban society without entering into a prolonged civil war. This rlas

possible because the small group of revolutionaries, with the aid of

people in revolt, conquered the state quickly, and imposed a sociaÌ

blueprinl already experimented wittr in the Soviet Union, China, and

North Vietnam.

Much of the fruitfulness of utopíanism, then, rests upon its ability

to open up possibilities and programmes for human improvement, and

thereby discourage quiescence or fatatisn¡. There are great historic

social movements, such as the abolition of slavery and women's suffrage

which indicate that ideals once confidently pronounced as utopian can be

realizedt17l.

These possibilities and programmes, however, must be based on an

honest and adequate image of human being--not one that is hopelessly

false or totally distorted. The fruitlessness, lhe evil of utopianism

arises when it describes false destinies as real possibilities--and

fails lo recognize them for what they are; impossibilities (ri11ich,

1966). This negative element of utopianism, untruth, leads inevitably

to apathy and disillusionment, suffering and evil (sometimes on a

massive scale). It cannot be breezily ignored.

Impossibilities in human affairs are, strictly speaking, difficult if

not possible to prove beforehand (Alexander and Gi11, 1984; Morrison,

1984). Sti]I, that does not mean that we cannot arrive at a reasonably

reliable comprehension of where the boundaries of danger Iie. We cannot

neglect human necessities or potentialities. However, rle have to grasp

reality at leas! as seriously as we embrace our aspirations.
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What history has made perfectly clear is that all utopias, especially

those conceived of as static totalities, ,are in constant need of

revision. Utopian thinkers cannot possibly predict all sources of human

dissatisfaction or all social and technological developments (Goodwin

and Taylor, 1982). Nor need there be a universal ulopia, even though

anthropology and structuralism have found some concerns, features or

structures to appear in all soc iet ies. Due to thei r soc ially

constructed constitution, societies vary in the way they perceive and

meet their needs and vary in their characteristic defects[18]. 0ften

the most that can be done is to outtine, for a collectivity, lhe range

of alternatives and thus enable choices which are consonant with their

own nature and aims. Consequently, we must recognize what utopianism

can realisticaLly deliver as a guide to human aspirations.

it is imperative tha! utopianism be anchored by knowledge which

accurately and honestly depicts human beings and their possibilities.

Such a task belongs to all disciplines working together because no one

discipline can successfully tackle this project alone. The

fragmentation of each discipline on a segment of human being, and on

even more specializations within those segments, has created 9uLfs in

bodies of knowledge previously felt to be a unity, resulting in the

rather tenuous connection of much social science research to lhe basic

problems of human existence.

Many of the utopian writers who had put forLh recipes for social

improvement had honorable intentions, but they also carried with them a

dead load of ignorance. In all fairness to these individuals, it was

impossible for them to arrive at a comprehensive view of human being.
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They could not have had at their command all knowledge, for knowledge ïs

gradually unfotding and continuously being reappraised and revised'

Contributors to the utopian Lradition, such as Rousseau, COmte' and

Marx, had to work with the material they had at hand' They had to

empLoy the knowledge prevalent during their duy' and' at best' could

advance only a measurable diStance beyond their contemporaries'

Nevertheless, aS Albert Camus (1967) pointed out, So much suffering in

the world comes of ignorance; and good intentions may cause much harm if

they Iack understanding. consequently, a decisive factor in eliminating

this type of suffering is an avJareness of human being' an awareness that

is, at best, permanently provisional'

2.4 WHAT IS HUMAN BEING?

Throughout history we wrestled with the question: what is Human

Being? However, Do sufficient answer to this question seems possible

because human being transcends the confines of every imposed definition

(tngarden,'1983). We carry images of human being in us and are aware of

the images that have dominated in history and guided us' During the

Enlightenment, for example, it was the image of rational man and woman

that guided the utopian vision. More recenLly, in the philosophies of

existence, most notably the writings of Jean-PauI Sartre and AIber!

camus, the image of human being l'e find is that of a stranger

contingently thrown into an aIien, meaningless world (nohak, 1984)'

yet, because we cannot discover in the image of human being what we

authentically are, can be or should be, we have a responsibility for lhe

images that guide us (Jaspers, 1965). For the world we creaLe turns

upon Ehe image we have of ourselves'

tl
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The conclusion of the discipline of ethology is that human beings are

firsL and foremosl animals, social animals. And like other animals, we

are continuous with and at home in nature (nohal, 1984). However,

unlike oLher animals, human beings cannot be grasped within the

zoological order of nature. We are not "static beings who breed true

and repeat themselves from generation to generation but a potential

direcLion of a process" (guber , 1961:235). Human beings can land

themselveS in "cul-de SacS, degenerac ieS, perversions, and

self-alienations" (Nietzche quoted in Jaspers, 1965:83). Experience

has clearly documented the broad limits of our capacity for supreme

altruism and willing degradation.

Whereas other animals are automatically or instinctually adapted to

the world to survive, consciousness has set human beings free from an

automatic relationship with the worId. Consciousness allows human

beings to stop the ftow of experience, recombine its salient elements in

their imagination in order to structure experience. Humans not only

construct structures that will direct their behaviour and produce new

techniques to intervene in the conditions of their existence, but also

manufacture the meaning of their existence in and with nature.

Our human constitution carries with it characteristics which are

incompatible with absolute perfection and frustrate nunerous visions of

human bettermenÈ. Such a theme is found in the works of Freud, the

philosophies of existence, and, more recently, in the writings of Ernest

Becker (1973). I! contends that a comprehensive image of human being is

incompleLe withoul unpleasant attributes such as death, anxiety, gui1t,

fear and lrembling; and further, that at least some sources of personal

and collective evil flow from these founts of irrationalily.
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to conceal or straightjacket these human

failure. To be sure, human tendencies may be

but in any event they cannot be left out of

1970).
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that deliberately attempts

attributes is doomed to

re-directed or sublimated,

the reckoning (Passmore,
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MORAT SUBJECTS, SOCIAL CHOICES

Compared to other animals, human beings' âs we have seenr lack an

innate, instinctual mechanism that guarantees conLact rvith their

Vthat our biological
envíronment and provides for their well-being[19] '

constitution does not provide must be compensated for through

non-biological means, through an operation of the intellect' Às human

beings, in conjunction with other human beings, W€ must create

structures that not onry direct our behaviour, but also provide us with

a fund of meaning, which' as l'e have seen' is a vital human need' Human

beings create constructs such as languages' legal systems' myths'

scientifictheories,andsystemsofmoralitywhichinf]uenceour
conditions of existence. These socio-cultural constructs' however' are

not static. They can be reformed or transformed'

our socially produced constructs are passed on from one generation to

the next. This is accomplished by socializaLion, a continuous (i'e"

lifelong) process whereby individuals are initiated into the cultural

values and societar norms of a social system. The effectiveness of the

socializat,ion process, however, should not be overrated' socialization

does not mold members of a social system into identical products'

Factors such as temperment, diversity of socializatíon agencies' and the

ability of humans to question cultural and social practices and to

innovate allow considerable room for individuality and spontaneity'
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in the process of transmitting socio-culturaI meanings and structures

from one generation to another, the objectivity of those meanings and

Structures may "harden", reaching an extreme in reification.

Rei f icat ion i s the apprehensi on of human products as i f they t'tere

non-human or suprahuman products, such as manifestations of divine wiIl

or facts of nature (nerger and Luckman, 1966). It implies that human

beings are capable of forgetting that they are lhe creators and

innovators of their socio-cultural meanings'

Àt birth we inherit past generations of human behaviour. 9¡e are

socialized into a cultural world of meanings and structures which

envelops and influences us, motding our thoughts and behaviour, before

we begin to influence, modify or transform it r+ith our personal meanings

and works. individually and collectively, we become creators and

innOvatorS Of structures and meanings: customs, languages, IawS, workS

of art, theories, machines and technology-- all of which rebounds lo

affect us, others, and future generations of humanity'

For organisms endowed with instincts, their relaLionship to their

environment is automatic, vital ( i.e., biologically purposive) ' For

humans endowed with reason, their relationship to their environment is

voluntary, and in that specific sense moral rather than vital (Kohak'

1984). As humansr our behaviour dOeS not simply take place. I¡¡e do not

simply do. l¡¡e envision possibitities and choose among them' A

fundamental "vita1" cOncern Such aS feeding, f1r example, becomes

,,moral" for a being who must choose whether to eat or whether, by

voluntary abstention, to provide food for a needier neighbour (Kohak'

1984).
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The term moral attempts to distinguish a free act' governed by the

vision of an ideal, from a natural event wholly integrated in the causal

sequence of necessity and utility (nohak, 1984) t201. In other words,

while human being is purposive it is not simply utilitarian' Àlberoni

(1984) echoes this statement when he writes that the decline in the

moral Strength of an institution corresponds to the loss of its internal

nucleus. The institulion declines when members find they belong to it

for utilitarian reasons only. Members experience disenchantment. The

modern r,orld exhibits the disenchantment of many institutions: the

famity, religion, and the state.

Fundamental to understanding human being is the relationship between

tvlo processes which Dewey (1958) has called "undergoing" and "doing"' or

which might also be grasped in terms of consciousness of and action upon

the environment (Freire, 1970). Whereas other animals' as v¡e have seen'

are simply in nature' consciousness has enabled human beings to rise

above their immersion in nature, that is, to gain objective distance

from it and be with nature. Without this capacity for objectification'

whereby human beings aLso objectify themselves and make themselves the

subject of their reflection, hurnan beings, like other animals simply in

nature, would lack both self-knowledge and knowledge of the world

(Freire, 1970).

Ðewey (1958) suggested that an excess of "undergoing" could crowd out

action, while an excess of "doing", that is, action, would reduce

receptivitY and reflection.

Unbalance on either side blurs the perceptions of relations
and leaves the experience partial and distorted with scant or
false meaning. (oêweY, 1958:42)
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ThuS, lrithout consciousness of the environment, human beings would be

condemned in action to be the blind slaves of insLinct, to be objects of

the environment, acted upon restlessly and unceasingly'

Human beings, then, are not merely objects within the environment.

They are also subjects, that is, conscious beings who have the capacity

to act upon the world and create or shape their own socio-cultural

orientations in interact.ion with other conscious beings' Taken

together, the dialectic between "doin9" and "undergoing" or

consciousness of and action upon t,he environment forms the basis of

praxis, whereby human beings as moral subjects can reflect on their

experiences in order to choose nelr or alternative lines of action' r¡hich

are inspired by a vision of value, and guided by an ideal

The making of choices reflects the nature of lhe world in which the

simultaneous realization of possibilities is not achievable or even

desirable. Our range of choices is subjected to the limitations imposed

by the physiological parameters of the human organism, and by a number

of physical and social factors, such as the ecosystem, knowledge, time,

and values within our environment'

To complicate maLters, there are intelleclual traditions such as

historicist and psychoanalytic theory which doubt that our personal and

collective acts are the " free" acts of moral subjects ' Depth

psychology , for example, has expressed that doubt or suspic ion

forcefully with a conception of a dynamic unconscious' The ancient

conception of fate, lhe Hegelian conception of a purposive history and

the Marxian conception of historical materialism also suggest that the
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transpersonal History (nohak, 1 984 ) .
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our "free" acts but that of a

Such doubts and suspicions cannot be simply refuted, for the forces

of passion and history have proved all too real. Human beings, for

example, do bear their historical existence within them, both as

"retention and protention and recollection and anticipation" (Kohak,

1984:172). Ànd continuities of habits, customs' norms and languages

against the course of history, to say the least, require adequate

expLanat ion .

The periodic revision of history whether in the Soviet encyclopedia

by a potfer elite or by Big Brother in Oceania (in George 0rwe11's

Nineteen Eiqhtv-Four) represents the recognition of the significance of

historicity and historicization. At the same time, it exposes the

authoritarian manipulation which attempts to thwart any socio-political

or socio-cuIturaI challenge from human beings who would reach into

history to forge their identity and conceptualize an alternative vision

of social life (AIberoni, 1984).

Thus, historicisl or psychoanalytic theory cannot be ignored. Àt the

same time, however, they are not a faithful articulation of lived

experience. Rather lhey are highly speculative constructs built up in

the course of extended highly sophisticated abstraction which claim to

interpret and explain lived experience (ttohak, 1984). The accuracy of

historÍcist theory, for example, is impaired by numerous historical

examples (ttre Counter-Reformation) of what appears in the history of

ideas Èo be a conception of a coherent ideology, or what appears as a

.a.....
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direct expression of class interest' proves instead to be the product ot

a series of !ria1 and errors in which the "cultural" part seeks, as il

ïrere, the ,,structure" capable of accommodating it (AIberoni ' 1984) t211.

In SUch a proces5, "chance" (i.e., contingency) as well as "necessity"

(arising from the cultural conditions) are in play and it is therefore

not possible to speak of hislorical determinism'

Certainly, then, there are deterministic elements, such as time 
'

knowledge,varues,theecosystem,andthephysiologicalparametersof

human being, that influence our range of choices' But beyond !hem'

though established by them, are real alternatives which human beings can

choose from and know (i.e.' experientially and intuitively) that they

can choose. That is why regret and remorse for a past choice can be so

disturbing (Lamont , 1967) i and why the purposiveness or 'rnecessity" of

needs cannot account for the teleology of behaviour in beings for whom

hunger can be the motive of theft, Iabor or a hunger strike (Kohak'

I eB4 ) lzz) .

Theconstantpressureofhavingtomakechoicesinacomplex

environment, in the face of contingency, creates considerable strain'

rhis is the celebrated theme of Dostoevsky's Leqend (1960). The Grand

Inquisitor accuses christ of tragically overestimating the stature of

humanity,sabilityÈobeartheanguishoffreewi}I(steiner,1959).

Insteadoftakingmen.sfreedomfromthem,Thoudidstmakeit
greater tfian-ã"ei! Didst Thou forget that man prefers peace'

and even death, !o freedom ãi-ciroiõe in the knowledge of good

and evil? Nothing is more sãauctive for man than his freedom

of consci"n.ä1"';;Ë 
-nol'ting- is a greater cause of suf f ering'

(Dostoevsky , 1 960 :260 )
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To reduce anguish and tension and relieve themselves of thu burden of

constantly having to make choices, human beings have come to construct

and rely on mechanisms such as social customs and systems of moraLity,

which influence or dictate choices, but in some cases provide no role

for the will in choice.

Human beings have also sought to ease the anguish of their free will

by glad1y surrendering to other human beings their ovrn responsibility to

make choices (gecker, 1973). However, when human beings are given such

positions of responsibility with respect to their "adherents" or

,'followers", they, as leaders, can become morally "demented" because

they see a1t their choices reified in the form of values (ÀIberoni'

1gg4). Thus, the statement "Mussolini is always right" written on

Italian walls was the tribute paid by the subjugated to their leader'

Recent histOry has witnessed numerous incidents of mass moral

subjugation, the most terrifying of them being Nazism'

I,lhile such behaviour and mechanisms such as social customs may reduce

strain, they also have the effect of bridling the capacity of human

beings to think critically, since there is always some person or manual

to te}1 us what to do, to "de-problemize" the situation (Freire, 1970)'

consequently, the tendency lo overrely on prefabricaled choices or those

dictated by others wiLhout critical reflection straightjackets or

automatizes human behaviour, !ransforming morat subjects into objects of

their environment. \

The making of choices also reflects the fact that, ât any time, in

any society, especialty mass heterogeneous societies, it is unLikely
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that all individuals (e.q., dissidents) or groups (e.g., socio-poIÍticaI

movements) will support the prevailing social situation. It is to be

expected that certain groups or individuals will strive to introduce or

practice alternative socio-cultural orientations which are in conflict

with lhose that already exist. Theorists of collective behaviour have

extensiveLy documented the diverse groups and complexity of motives that

inform social action and choices over socio-cuIturaI orientations

(Turner, 1981; Cohen , 1982).

The construcLion of socio-cuI!uraI orientations, of society' then,

can be seen as a historical-social project. It is the projection of

what a collective intends to do with itself and its members' It

involves choices among a number of possibilities. The results, however,

are not always what was intended or desired. Moreover, while none of

Lhe members can fully direct the project, they can be decidedly unequal

in their abilities to mold or influence it.

Contemporary Western societies are characterized by divisive action

in the form of controversial debate, conflict, strugg]e, and repression

over soc ia1 choices among a number of possible soc io-cultural

orientations or practices. Central to this acLion are social movements.

À sociaÌ movement is the organization of human beings into a collective

actor which attempts to create, defend, democratize, expand or

reStructure social spaces, such as the workplace, and thus enable a

society to produce the socio-cultural orienÈations by which it

functions [23] .
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Social movements, then, confront the forces of social life in an

effort to innovate socio-cultural practices, or to win back or take back

something that they feel has been expropriated or what they believe is

threatened by expropriation. Expropriation may mean the withhoLding of

surplus value or it may mean the dísplacement of the assurances within

traditional solidarities that are fundamental to one's personal,

familial or collective identity (elberoni, 1984).

Social movements do not represent alternative orientations which

compete evenly ín an open system of conflict for the control of society.

Rather, social movements struggle in the face of an organized social

life which is supported or sustained by an uneven distribution of social

power. Ànd though social movements often struggle with other social

movements, and not simply against the state, they are never the sole

agents of socio-cultural change. Social change can also result from the

effects of technological innovations, market influences, and by

organizational dec isions.

SociaI movements are constrained by political calculations, and by a

mode of domination that is operating simultaneousLy on the economic, the

potitical, legaI, and cultural leveI (Touraine, 1977)', The democratic

State, for example, involves a systematic logic that selects, creates

and rewards certain types of interests and excludes others. It also

prevents universal participalion in consensus formation by

pre-structuring opportunities for specific strata !o address its

political administrative system or utilize its services (Cohen,

1e82) 124).

T$S& UN¡VË,R$ITY OF ruXANITOBÂ IIBRARIH,$
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Both so-called democratic and totalitarian societies avail themselves

of means for keeping social movements under control, though they may

differ profoundly in their tolerance of movements and the degree of

controt they exercise (Alberoni, .1984). Movement mobilization, for

example, can be impeded by regulating the diffusion of information,

controlling contacts between people, co-opting movement leaders, or by

forcible repression. The dominion of the dominant order can be

recognized in the consequent limitations it places on social movements.

We must remember that social movements cannot be simply defined as

agents of progress or agents of human betterment. They carry within

themselves the capacity to mobilize good or evi1. Alberoni (1984)

reminds us that the most ruthless forms of totalitarianism have arisen

from the demand for a fuller democracy. Ànd even if the

ethical-Libertarian movements which dominate in the West today claim to

introduce a nev¡ epoch in history, their assurances of being definitive

are, pg se, worth no more than the declarations of previous movements.

Àt the same time, a social movement is not the representative of a

more modern or advanced society than the one which it is criticizing.

it is proposing an alternative one. Such a conceptualization allows us

to eliminate the notion of superseding societies and eliminate

evolutionisl ideas which governed the social thought of the nineteenlh

century (Touraine, 1979\. History does not carry human beings in a

haversack to a specific destination. It is men and women through their

conflict and innovation, struggle and imagination, who create an

open-ended history, which rebounds !o affect them for better or for

worse.
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Utopian thought, âs a critique of prevailing socio-culLura1

orientations, has given rise tor or been associated with, many social

movements. The utopian.ideal of a labouring society, for example, has

left its mark on two very different yet historically influential

programmes: Soviet Communism in Russia and social democratic reformism,

lhat is, the welfare state in the mass democracies of the West

(Habermas , 1986). AIso, witness the utopian aspirations in the

socio-cultural practices proposed by, among others, the feminist, the

ecological, back to nature, alternative technology, and peace movements.

Not all social movements, however, are agents of utopianism. Some

movements, Such as a tax refOrm movemenLs, frâY be party to a conflict

which organizes for utilitarian reasons; others, such as

neo-conserva¡ive movements may simply proffer ideological productions

(Touraine , lgig; Freeman, 1979). Still other movements, such as

religious movements in which the contemplative component is dominant,

aim at realizing a certain way of life and experimenting or Iiving out

certain kinds of values rather than transforming society. In addition,

some movements have surfaced in response to crisis situations or a long

history of subtle grievances and find themselves embroiled in action

Iong before they know where they are going and horl to get there. They

may also lack a coherent set of principles and interpretations of the

world from which an image of desirable socio-cultural arrangement could

be deduced.

Social movements, then, are about social relations, Social choices,

and power. By challenging the legitimacy of a number of social choices

and proposing alternative conceptions of social life, social movemenls:):.,

:rl .

,'lt '



introduce questions of value: good and bad, right and wrong,

and injustice, who has the right to act, and what good it does.
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justice

The ability of social movements to comprehend their historical

present and the social forces operating within it is largely determined

by the cognitive sophistication of movement participants and their

conprehension of social processes and their consequences. Their

comprehension may vary from profound insight to catastrophic ignorance

and may never be completely consistent or completely adequate to the

facts of experience.

Movement stralegists usually choose from familiar and legitinate

repertoires rather than uncover all possible tactics in order to realize

their goals (titfy, 1978). The formulations of inleresús and strategies

to pursue them are not carefully calculated and explicitly stated.

There is usually no definitive weíghing of costs and benefiLs or

alternative policies. Cultural patterns and unreflecting assumptions

about what appears to be self-evident matters guide much conduct

(Turner, 1981).

Consequently, a vital force for introducing questions of value and

making choices is knowledge; that is, the communicable mapping of some

aspect of experienced reality as having the status of facts by an

observer in symbolic terms (Holzner , 1972), Knowledge allows human

beings to create a state of relations between themselves and their

environment (Touraine, 1977). Some of the major contributors to the

western utopian tradition, as we have seen, believed that an increase in

knowledge, especially scientific knowledge, would elevate social life

above the ills which vexed it.
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The sociologicaÌ tradition has made a siginfiç¿rìt co¡¡ribution to our

knowledge of society. I t i5 Ilì! contention that sociologY, in

conjunction with other disciplineS, can make us more Self-conscious ifì

t,he social production of our socio-cultura} practices. The critique ot

ideology and of Social eviIs, such as exploitive power relations hidden

in cultural meanings, can lead to social transformation throuqh human

effort,. Sociology can also make more obvious lhe range of choices

potentiallyavailabletousandshowusthelimitsofparticular

endeavors, and thus contribute to the "conscientization" (Freire' 1970)

ofsociety.Itcanhelphumanbeings'ôsmoralsubjects'achievea
deepeningawarenessofboththesocio-culturalorientationswhichshape

theirlivesandtheircapacitytochoosethoseorientationswhichare

congruent rvith their desires'

Sociologyandsociologicalresearchhasmade,andcancontinue|o

make,blindreifiedprocessesmoreaccessibletohumanunderstandinqby

explaining them. It has the potential to develop criteria which would

allowus|odeterminewhichchoicesamonganumberofpossiblitiesare

worthworkingfor,andwhataredehumanizingchoicesfabricatedby

others and foisted uPon us'

Sociology,likeanydiscipline,cannotprovetousthat}ifehasan

absolutemeaning.Butitcan,inconjunctionwithotherdisciplines'
makeusseetheimportanceorinsignificanceofhumangoals.Itcan

makeusconsciousthatallactionandnonactionhaveconsequences.It

can show us the inevitabitity of having to take sides in lhe conflÌct of

opposingforces.I|canconlribute!oourcriticalSenseifwedonot
wanttodriftalongapathy,andarenotsatisfiecltobeamereobject
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v¡ithin the environment, acted upon by social facts and social forces.

However, without access to the knowledge these disciplines have to

offer, the freedom to make a choice is an impossibility.

Sociology, then, has the potential to make a valuable contribution to

human discourse by helping to reveal quite ctearly what form of social

arrangements are ethically, and perhaps aesthetically, most desirable as

an end. In conjunction with other disciplines, sociology can provide

human beings with a fund of know).edge from which they could construct

ideal-typical images of socio-cu1tura] arrangemenls in accordance with

their aims. In turn, these ideal-typical images can serve as pathways

of bl-ueprints for action. Taken in the complete context of "doin9" and

"undergoing", consciousness of and action upon the wor1d, SOciology can

contribute to informed Praxis.

In the course of its development' sociology has served as a major

instrument of social criticism[25], and has fulfilled and continues to

fulfill a number of functions. These include a theoretical funct'ion,

social diagnosis, an unmasking function, and a partisan function

(Podgorecki , 1 968 ) . The theoreLical function helps to describe or

explain the phenomenon we have chosen to study, while social diagnosis'

somefimes termed sociography, aims at the systematic collection of data

in order to describe a phenomenon. The unmasking function altempts to

penetrate beneath surface phenomena to uncover nevl and unsuspected

relationships (i.e., Marx's analysis of the fetishization of

commodities) or to recall what we have hidden from ourselves (i.e.,

dereification). In addition, it attempts to expose deliberaleLy or

unconsciously concealed motives which accompany sociaL action and inform
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sociar choices. It is the unmasking function that provides that impetus

for purPosive social change'

The SOCiO-technical function or "socio-technique" helps to generate

recommendations on how to inititiate change in order to achieve intended

social aims in the light of existing social evaluations' In its most

restrictedform,asocio-technicalprogrammemaysimplyconsistofthe

discovery of statistical correlations concerning human behavior' In its

tullest form, socio-technique relies on the theoretical' diagnostic and

unmasking functions to explain the relationships or motives behind

social Processes.

Traditionally government and industry have been the primary

beneficiaries of sociological knowredge and research' For them'

sociologycanprovidepracticalsolutionstoavarietyofeconomic,
political and social problems, which have increasingly come to be

regardednotastopicsofdiscussionbutastechnicalíssuestobe
solvedbyexperts.Increasedfundingbycorporations,government

agencies, and private foundations, especially after 1945, has encouraged

the discipline to shift its focus from autonomous scholarship to

corporateandstatesponsoredadmininstrativescience.Insucha

capacity, however, the critical potential of the discipline of sociology

has been reduced to the production of technical recommendations devoid

ofanystatementofvalue.Theunderwritingofresearchhasallowed

corporationsandgovernmenttomonopolizethepowertoinform,govern'

and exploit social choices and social change126l'
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The subsequent unacceptibility of the range of social choices offered

to the public by corporate and state technocracy has inspired nunerous

social movements, such as the anti-nuc1ear, environmental, minorities

(gays and lesbians, the elderly and the disabled), peace and women's

movements. They are demanding that social choices must be argued for

and not repressed (Cohen, '1983); their collective activity seeks to win

back social spaces presently dominated by technocrats who wish lo

conserve the prevailing situation. From the mobilizaLion of these

movements, especially the peace mgvement, vJe See and hear the grasSroOts

appeal to the technocratic and military apparatus to redirect the course

of modern history. Those forces which currenlIy control informational

and decisional resources are being asked to restore to the general

public the power to decide and control its own existence (Melucci,

1985) .

Knowledge, or empirical information, as vJe have seen, is a vital

force which infuses social movements with the power to challenge the

Iegitimacy of social choices in terms of right and wrong, good and bad,

and identify those forces which are responsible for their disconten!. It

influences a movement's choice of goals and juslifies its moLives for

action. The quality and availability of knowledge, however, is variable

and directly effects the potential for success of social movements'

The BIack and Brown Lung movements of Àppalachia and farmworkers Ín

California, for example, were able to organize themselves into

successful movements only when there t.ras a continuous infusion of

outside resources. These íncluded: a) knowledge tha! cotton and coal

dust caused lung disease, b) financial support for permanenl staff and

I
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outside authorities to help gather and analyze information, and c)

accgss !o professional expertise (Jenkins, 1983b; Judkins' 1983)' Thus,

depending on the knowledge that a social 'movement can acquire and aÞPIY'

its goals or aims can either be facilitated or thwarted' Misinformation

and control of information dissemination has been used by opponents of

social movements, such as corporations and the state, â5 a means to

deter or discredit movement mobilization. tand accumulated by the

canadian crown corporation, Eldorado Nuclear in Warman, saSkatChewan'

for example, was purchased by a ghost company which provided vague

information about its plans for the future development of the land

(nriedger, 1 986) .

Knowledge, then, infuses social movements with a challenging pol'¡er'

I¡¡ithin this challenge, movements embody a vision of a competing

value-enriched realiLy its members want to see exist and endure

(¡lberoni, 1984). At the same time, however, the value-based reality

that a movement wishes to introduce wilI be riddled with blindspots and

weakened by dangerous illusions. But the movement's participation in

the struggle for po!{er and knowledge can contribute to the enhancement

of the equality of social choices made by all social actors' what is at

issue, then, as I have mentioned before, is the capacity of sociology to

aIlow broader sectors of society, specifically social movements' to

participate more fully and intetligently in the formation of social

choices for the collectivitY'

certainly, Ehe fact that I have defined broader sectors of society as

social movements places Iimitations on the scope of my project' For

example,thecapacityofsocia]sciencetocontribu|etothe

:.::
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conscientization of peasants in the third world--so signìticanL to the

work of paulo Friere--is not considered here. Thus, my focus is largely

confined to Western democratic societies that allow more free space or

opportunities for movement mobilization'

social movements are complex phenomena which have given rise to a

number of sociological lheories which attempt to describe and explain

lheir diverse characteristics, and allow us to grasp the potential of

movenents to participate more fully and intelligently in social choices'

Theories, however, are not ends in themselves, but means of achieving a

grip on practice. Thus, what is important, from my stance, is whether

there is a fusion between theoria and praxis; that is, whether a theory

of sociat movements can provide an overall framework of collective

action for collective action'

tet us no,' turn to examine the basic propositions and assumptions of

four major theories of social movements and consider their possibility

of contributing to the conscientization of society. The four theories'

as I have mentioned earlier, wiII be: Neil Smelser's theory of

collective behaviour, resource mobilization theory, KarI Marx's theory

of social movements, and ÀIain Touraine's sociology of action approach'

smelser's theory of collective behaviour is considered for it

represents one of the first distinctively social-structural approaches

to the study of social movements. Resource mobitization theory is

examined becauSe of it current influence on the American scene' Marx'S

theory of movement is considered for it represents the classical attempt

to merge into one theoretical-practical scheme a wholistic scientific
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comprehension of social reality and the movement of that reality into

what it ought to be. Similarly, Touraine is examined because his

approach represents a contemporary attempt to merge theory with praxis.

Moreover, aL1 tour t.heories, in differing vlays, recognize that knowledge

or empirical information is a vital force for movement formation.

Certainly, the level of contribution of each theory to the study of

social movements is not evenly distributed. Some theories, such as

resource mobilization theory, provide genera). insights into collective

action. Àlain Touraine, in contrast, has developed his theory upon and

in opposition to the propositions of a number of theories of social

movements (i.e., Smelser and Marx), and has extended it into a complex

theory of society. Thus, Touraine's sociology of action approach will

undoubtedly require more elaboration than oLher theories.

My approach will be: a) to summarize the fundamental propositions and

insights of each theory, b) to comment on the strengths and address the

perceived flaws of each account, and, c) to comment on the continuing

value of each theory, especially from the standpoint of praxis.

Once again let me emphasize that theories are not ends in themselves

but means of gaining a grip on praxis. However, a critical theory of

movement without a means of lransforming action can in the end settle

into sentimental desire: a style of living with alienation (Goodwin and

Taylor, 1982). What is also significant from my stance, then, is

whether a theory of movement is fused with specific procedures for

praxis. Thus, the task here is not simply to examine theories of social

movements, but also to assess the potential of a strategy for ¡lraxis,
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where one is outlined, to contribute to the conscientization of society.

Nevertheless, the fact that a theory of movement is not aligned with the

tradition of praxis does not undermine its capacity to contribute to the

conscientization of society. For a strategy of praxis could be fused

with a theory of movement, provided that the theory is not seriously

flawed or does not contain a number of blindspots'



ChaPter IV

THEORIES OF SOCIÀI MOVEMENTS

EarIy theories of social movements were lumped together with theories

of collective behaviour, and shared the assumptions that movement

participation was relatively rare' discontent vras transitory, movement

and institutionalized actions were clearly distinct, and that crowd

behavior 1¡as the triumph of the participants' unconscious impulses over

their faculties of reason (Jenkins, '1983a). Psychological arguments

predominated, and psychiatric concepts such-as "crowd mind," "atavistic

herd instinct," "psychopathOlogy," and "imitation" were used tO explain

behavior (Turner, 1 981 ) .

Collective behaviour and social movements, however, differ in

sociological significance because collective behaviour, though prompting

behavioral changes and producing consequences, lacks an enduring basis

in bonds of solidarity. Solidarity refers to the capacity of movement

participants to share an enduring collective identity, that is, the

capability of recognizing and being recognized as part of the same

system of social relationships (Me1ucci, 1985). This continuity over

t ime allows soc ial movemenLs to develop an ideology, internal

organization, and conlinuity of leadership. Elementary forms of

collective behaviour also lack the more purposive mobilization and

planning involved with social movements[27]

53-
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The f irst efforts to delineate collective behavior and social

movements as distinctive social forms and as legitimate domains for

sociological inquiry were carried out by the Chicago school, by Robert

Park and ErnesL Burgess. Their analysis v,as based upon a

social-psychological perspective, which avoided the use of psychiatric

concepts (Turner , 1981 ). Nevertheless, psychiatric interpretations

tended to dominate social movement analysis until the work of Kurt and

Gladys Lang and Ralph Turner and Lewis Killian in the 1960's. with Neil

Smelser (1962), l¡e move from a social-psychological approach to a

distinctively social-structural approach to social movements.

4.1 NEIL SMELSER'S THEORY OF COTLECT]VE BEHAVIOR

Smelser (1962) attempted to assimilate the collective behavior

tradition into a structure-functionalist view of society. Briefy, such

a view assumes that societies are bounded systems of interrelated

mutuaÌly compatible parts ( i.e. , social institutions) in a continual

process of readjustment to each other, trying to maintain equilibrium.

Functionalists emphasize the causal saliency of common values, norms and

expeclations in the maintenance of society. While they do not totally

dismiss the possibility of conflict and tension, functionalists believe

that society will develop means to "resolve" the tension and return to a

state of balance or equilibrium.

Smelser argues that collective behaviour is essentially an altempt by

human beings to transform their environment when they experience

stressful conditons of strain such as discrimination or poverty. The

form that their behaviour actually takes, whether that of a riot or a
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social movement, depends largely on how they define their situation that

is causing lhe strain. The more sophisticated their definition of their

situation, the more structured their collective "reaction" is likely to

be.

The master proposition for Smelser's theory of collective behaviour

is: Human beings under strain mobilize to reconstilute the social order

in the name of a generalized belief, provided that lhe structural

conditions of socieÈy are conducive to collective action (SmeIser,

1g62t385). For Smelser, generalized beliefs prepare human beings for

collective action. They "focus attention on concrele situations

bringing a number of different grievances together under a single cause

or myth" (Smelser , 1962:448). Generalized beliefs identify the source

of strain, attribute certain characteristics to that source and specify

certain responses to the participants, thereby creating a "common

culture" within which mobilization and concerted action take place.

Àccording to Smelser, the central defining characteristic of any

incident of collecLive behavior is a generalized belief that envisions

the reconstruction of some component of social action. Following

Talcott parsons, Smelser (962224-25) aistinguishes four components of

social action: a very general one, values or generalized ends which are

the principtes thal guide social behavior and regulate the social

system; a second component, regulatory rules or norms which govern the

pursuit of values; a Èhird componen!, the factors which mobilize

inilividual motivation; and a fourth component, situational facilities,

which involves resources, such as knowledge, that are necessary fOr

attacking a wide range of problems, and which subsequently facilitate or

hinder the realization of individual or collective gouir.
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Thus, what Smelser calls "vaIue-oriented" social- movements have

developed generalized beliefs' which identify a source of evit that

overshadows all Iife and threatens to undermine the very basis of social

order. These generalized beliefs direct such movements to try to

reconstruct the most general component of social action, which are the

values that guide social behavior and regulate the social system. For

Sme1ser, however, such collective action is action of the impatient

because it is a process of social readjustment that short-circuits

necessary adjustments to the components of social action. Incidents of

collective behaviour occur when "conditions of strain have arisen, but

before social resources have been mobilized for a specific and possibly

effective attack on the sources of strain" (Smelser , 1962273) , and

return society lo a state of equilibrium.

Generalized beliefs, however, constitute only one determinant in the

total "value-added" process by which Smelser accounts for the occurence

of social movements. The other five determinants include: structural

conduciveness, struciural strain, precipitating factors, mobilization

for acrion, and social control, each of which is a necessary condition

for the next to operate as a determinant in an incident of collective

behavior. In other words, unless these six determinants are present,

collective behaviour will noÈ take place.

Structural conduciveness refers to the basic conditions that make

collective behaviour possible. A totalitarian or police state, for

example, provides no free space in which social movements can mobilize.

They are suppressed. Structural strain refers to the existence of

ambiguities, deprivations, frustrations, tensíons, and conflicts among
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the four components of social action, and which a large number of

individuals believe require fixing. The principal kind of strain on

situational facilities, for example, involves a condition of ambiguity

as to the adequacy of means required to realize a cerLain goal.

Some form of strain must be present for an incident of collective

behavior to occur. However, there is no direct causal link between a

particular type of strain and a particular type of collective episode.

Smelser suggests that many social movements stem fron complex and

multiple structural strains resulting from modernization:

industrialization, urbanizalion, commercialization of agriculture, and

colonial domination. Some sources of strain which Smelser mentions

include: labor's demand for its share of increasing prosperity, high

unemployment, worker compensation, the active pursuit of consumer

rights, and the growing need for social security. It is evident that

Smelser's concept of structurat strain is a broad concept encompassíng

many types of problems.

precipitating factors are factors or events such as police brutality

against ethnic or racial minorities, which confirm or justify

generalized beliefs and provide a concrete setLing toward which

collective action can be directed. Mobilization for action, simply

stated, is the participants must be organized in order to act.

Smelser's final determinant, social control, consists of the diverse

ways in which those in authority can prevent, interrupt, deflect or

inhibit incidents of collective behavior, eilher by minimizing

structural conduciveness and strain ( i.e. , Police state) or applying

these social conlrols after an incident has begun to develop.
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Thus, each of the determinants in Smelser's value-added process is a

necessary condition for the next to operate as a determinant in an

incident of collective behavior. À generalized belief, for example, may

have lain dormant for some time before any movement bearing its name

surfaces. Consequently, what is also required for this belief to become

a determinant of collective behaviour are the conditions of structural

conduciveness and strain. Às the necessary conditions or determinants

accumulate, the explanations for incidents of collective behaviour

become more determinant-, ofr in Smelser's f962:13-14) words: "the

determination of the type of episode in question becomes increasingly

specific and alternative behaviors are ruled out as possibilities. "

While the value-added logic implies a temporal sequence of activation,

the fact that any or all of these determinants, such as generalized

beliefs, ffiây have existed for an indefinite period of time prior to

activation, it seems more appropriate to view the value-added process as

an attempt to organize the varied array of historical factors into

serviceable descriptive categories for analytic purposes (Marx and Wood,

1975¡ Smith , 1977).

Àmong the various types of collective behaviour in his theory,

Smelser identifíed two distinct types of social movements:

value-oriented and norm-oriented movements. Value-oriented movements,

as rve have seen, attempt to modify the most general component of social

action, that iS, the valueS such as "human-envirOnment" and

"inter-human" relations that guide social behavior" In contrast,

norm-oriented novements attempÈ to alter lhe normative component of

social acti.on, that is the norms or regulatory rules that govern the
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pursuit of values. BasicaIly, value-oriented movements aim at more

general social transformations. Norm-oriented movements aim al specific

social changes.

Such a distinction between value-oriented and norm-oriented

movemenls, however, is arbitrary. An element common to the simplest

group collective phenomena and great social movements is precisely that

values are involved. Moreover, a careful examination of social

movements indicates that all four levels or components of social action

are always involved (Alberoni, 1984).

On a theoretical level, Smelser's analysis, while constituting an

attempt towards organizing the causes of collective behaviour into

coherent descriptive categories, fails to provide any explanatory

mechanism and poses a number of problems. First, the conditions or

determinants of collective behavior are quite broad. It is difficult to

know under which determinant to classify a particular process. À police

state, for example, could be classified under social control or

structural conduc iveness.

Sinilarly, Smelser's condition of structural strain, under which he

includes the various ambiguities, discrepancies, deprivations and

conflicts which afflict human beings in these situations, is a very

broad category, since there is hardly a stratum or group or even a role

which is not subject to sone sort of strain. Certainly peasants,

workers inÈellectuals, bourgeosie, outcasts, and the colonised

experience a variety of deprivations, tensions and ambiguities alike

(Smittr, 1977), Yet these conditions of strain or deprivation do not
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automatically lead to social movemenLs. Àmerican blacks, for example,

were subject to strain and deprivation long before the civil rights

movement, as were vlomen before the women's movement. This problem, as

we will see, is taken up by resource mobilization theory.

In developing a "sociological" theory of collective behavior, Smelser

chose to rely on a number of psychological assumptions, thereby leaving

the psychological dimension of collective action unexamined and excluded

from his theoretical staternents [28] . Exactly how the more or less

objective external social structural conditions (strain, conduciveness,

social control) relate to the perceptions of the individual is unclear

and undeveloped (Marx and Wood , 1975). Oppressive social conditions do

not generate individual indignation autonatically. In fairness to

Smelser, it rnust be pointed oul that the difficulty of bridging the gap

between social conditions and individuaL perceptions haunts sociological

inquiry in general and theories of social movements in particular

(cohen, 1985; Tilly 1985).

À significant contribution to the analysis of collective behavior is

Smelser's notion of generalized beliefs, which, as vle have seen, gives

meaning to and explains the existent for participants of collective

action. l^¡hiIe lhe ambition of Smelser's theory is descriptive raLher

than normative, and while the theory is not aligned with the tradition

of praxis, Smelser's concept of general-ized beliefs could provide

sociologists committed to praxis a point of departure. SociaI research

could clearly outline tbe normative projects of both social movements

and their adversaries in order to allow society to feel more responsible

for their social choices. However, a number of serious obstacles

undermine the capacity of this theory to contribute to praxis.
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First, Smelser's concept of generalized bel'iefs, which he suggests

CreateS a "COmmon CUIt,Ure", faiIS 'tO 
reCOgnize or take into account the

inconsistency and discontinuity of beliefs among the rank and fil-e

members of social movements in heterogenous societies' This is

especially true of movements such as the ecological, peace and women's

movemen! (cohen , 1gg2, .1gg5; Melucci, 1gg5). smelser's approach also

completely neglects the cultural meaning and context of ditferent types

of generalized beliefs. 0f course, structural-functionalism generally

has suffered from its dubious assumption of a general system of values

and beliefs, and has neglected sc,me discussion of power and domination

in its persPective of societY'

Moreover, smelser dismisses generalized beliefs as cognitively

insufficientandshort-cutcuresforstrain.Inotherwords,
generalized beliefs are regarded as highl'y simplistic, unrealistic'

irrational ( i.e. , hostile, hysterical, wishful thinking) or nonrational

responses to structural strains emerging from various processes such as

modernization (Marx and wood, 1975; Cohen, 1985; Offe, .1985). Ànd while

ideologies are elaborated examples of generalized beliefs' smelser

reduces compJ.ex ideologies such as nalionalism and communism to the same

simple expressions of hostility,. anxiety or hystery and regards them

both as short-cuts and cures for deprivation and sLrain (smiti¡ , 1977) '

clearly, his framework does not equip the analyst rrith the necessary

tools to distinguish the rational and irrational reactions to

deprivation and strain.

The implicit message of smelser's theory is that the backward'

marginal and alienaled elements of society, not the core elements form
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the basis of noninstituLional politics. Expressive resistance against

contemporary sources of strain due to processes such as modernization,

for exanple, is, for Smelser, irrational since this strain is simply a

transitory phenomena in the ongoing process of modernization which witl

eventually provide the benef i ts of progress to all , and restore

equilibrium, and thus nullify the resistance to modernization (Offe,

1985). For Smelser, then, coLlective action is seen as marginal or

deviant action, a symptom of a temporary disturbance in society. During

a period of malaise and frustration, such collective outbursts or mass

movements of frustrated and disoriented individuals need to be addressed

and controlled until the source of strain can be remedied.

tittle, if any, of Smelser's theorizing about social movements finds

support in the evidence of analysis of the movements of the sixties and

seventies and of contemporary movements in Western societies. Movements

such as the civil rights, students, ecological and v¡omen's movements are

not simple reactive responses to structural crisis or breakdown. They

are a response to long-term problems of racism, sexism, and

environmental destruction which will not pass without fundamental social

reconstruction. They involve concrete goa1s, clearly articulated

general values and interests, and rational calculations of strategies

(cohen, '1985; Melucci, 1985).

Further, the class or strata which forms the backbone of contemporary

movements and protest politics in Western societies is by no neans the

deprived, disoriented, disadvantaged and "uprooted" true believer

(goffer, 19'51), but what is catled the "new middle class", which is

connected rather closely with and experienced in the use of established
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political and economic institutions. (offe, 1985). Thus, as it stands,

the Smelserian model of collective behavior is not adequate Lo explain

the timing, cognitive character, conduct or goals of contemporary social

movenents.

Smelser's designation of collective behaviour' especially

norm-oriented and value-oriented movements as cognitively inadequate

action of the impatient is indicative of a theory assírnilated into a

structure-functionalist view of society[29]. Such a perspective that

points to a society which displays a high degree of integration among

its institutions and consensus over values and norms fails to see

phenomena such as domination, exploitation, Political repression,

poverty, and the military-industrial complex, and has littIe tolerance

for alternative socio-culturaI orientations. Such an approach is not

well suited to the study of conflict, protest politics, and historical

forces of change; nor can it account for movements like communism,

nationalism or the French or Chinese revolutions (Smitt¡, 1977).

Smelser's theory is not aligned with lhe tradition of praxis' nor

does it propose any slrategy for human beings' as moral subjects, to act

upon their environment. Smelser's reticence to address the destructive

social forces that generate social conflict and collective attempLs to

change socio-cuItural practices clearly undermines the utility of his

theory in the conscientization of society. Undoubtedly, the fundamental

problem wilh Srnelserrs theory of collective behavior, especially from

the standpoint of praxis, is its non-reflexive, behavioral emphasis:

lhe environment or Social System causes or produces movements.

Collective action is not seen to be creative activity by moral subjects
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conduciveness, strain, and social control.

6A

conditions such as structural

The actions of human beings, whether those in power or those

protesting, are !reated as secohdary causes of social- movements' Such a

deLerministic accoun! of collective action conceals the fact that

contemporary movements also bear ideas, choices, and collective wiIl. À

theory that minimizes human creativity to make' choices leaves human

beings destitute of the responsibility for the sorrows and freedoms of

their lives. it cannot help formulate programs of aclion which might

bring about enlightenment and liberation'

4.2 RESOURCE MOBILIZÀTION THEORY

Resource mobitization theory, which encompa5ses a number of different

orientations[30] , cha]lenges the proposilion that social movements

simply grow out of the personal discontent of participants. unlike

Smelser's approach, it is willing to assume that in any society there is

always sufficient discontent or dissensus to provide the grass-roots

foundation for a social movement. Rather, what is most crucial for

movement formation, from the resource mobilization perspective, are the

long term changes in a group' s resources, organizalion , and

opportunities for collective action (Mccarthy and zald, .1977\.

Thus, the resource mobilizalion approach is diametrically opposed to

Lhe traditional approaches that conceive of a social movement as a group

committed to a specific ideology and motivated by the consciousness of a

set of grievances to act together to promote change (Cohen, 1985)' For

\
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grievances and the normative socio-political projects

movements but collective action between groups with opposed
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is not the

of social

interests.

perhaps the most distinctive óontribution of resource mobilization

theory to an understanding of social movements has been the emphasis

upon both societal support and constraint of social movement phenomena'

The resource mobilization approach emphasizes the rationality of

movement actors, the strategic problems experienced by movements' the

dependence of movements upon external support and continuities for

success, the linkage of social movements to other groups, the tactics

used by authorities to coopt, conLrol or incorporate movements, and lhe

variety of institutional, material and symbolic resources, such as

financiaL supporl, knowledge, and moral commitment, that must be

mobilized (Mccarthy and zald, 197O; Turner, 198.1; Jenkins, 1983)'

Resource mobilization theorists, such as Oberschall ('1973)' McCarthy

and zald 11977) 
and TiIly (1978) accept the hypothesis that movements

seldom develop except out of existing organized groups that already

possess the resources necessary for providing selective inducements and

exercising coercion over potential adherents (Turner, 1981)' Studies of

the emergence of the civil rights movement, the mobilization of chicano

migrant workers in the American Southwest, and the BIack and Brown Lung

movements of Appalachia have supported the contention that long-lerm

changes in lhe organization, resources, and opportunities of groups give

rise to movement formation (Jenkins 1983b; Juilkins, 1983). Àmerican

blackS, fot exampLe' were subject lo domination or "strain"' to use

smelser's tern, Iong before the civil rights movement. However, changes
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in resources and support from outside groups' such as white Iiberal

Northerners, often college sLudents, who helped to organize sit-ins at

segregated facilities and encouraged blacks to register as voters, lent

great impetus to the mobilization of the civil rights movement.

Nevertheless, groups with few resources, Iittte prior organization, and

minimum polilical experience, like the movement against. wife-battering,

have also been mobilized (Tierney, 1982).

Resource mobilization theory SeeS contemporary movements as

extensions of already instituLionalized actions and has posed social

movement analysis in terms of collective actors struggling for power in

an institutional context. Subsequently, they have restricted their

focus to movements of institutional change that attempt to a) transform

elemenls of the social structure and/or resource distribution of society

(McCarthy and Zald , 1977r, b) organize previously unorganized groups

against institutional elites (Gamson, 1975), or c) represent the

interest of groups excluded from the polity (rifty, 1978) (Jenkins,

1983a).

Social movements concerned with institutional change tend to conform

to the basic resource mobilization model, that is, strategic action

directed towards clearly articulated goals with centralized

organizational control over resources. However, movements that stress

personal transformation, such as religious novements (other than those

that gain adherents through military conquest) ao not faIl neatly into

the resource mobilizalion framework. In such movements, expressive

actions are combined with rational instrumental actions and goals are

seen to arise out of immediate interactions. Centralized control is
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viewed as weak or tied to a charismatic leader, and outcomes are seen to

be diffuse (Turner, 1981). CIearIy, the treatment of expressive social

movements is not easily handled within resource mobilization theory.

The resource mobilization approach, then, which is heavily based on

the Àmerican scene, tends to situate the study of collective action into

a pluralist model of society. It ernphasizes the conflictual encounter

between groups that lead to legislative or adminstrative changes, often

of a forrnalistic or transitory nature. Such an approach works best in

explaining routine power adjustments between established interest groups

that are a continuous feature of life in a fluid society.

Despite their differences, the various orientations within the

resource mobilization approach share a number of basic assumptions.

They are: (1) collective action involves ralional, adaptive responses

to the costs and rewards of different lines of aclion in order to pursue

goals, Q) social movements must be grasped in terms of a conflict model

of collective action, (3) goals and grievances are permanent products of

povrer relations and cannot account for the formation of movements, (4)

instead, movement mobilization depends on changes in resources'

organization and opportunities for collective action, (5) there is no

fundamental difference between institutional and noninstitutional

collective action, (6) both entait conflicts of interes! built into

institutional povrer relations, (7) movement mobilization typically

involves large-scale, centralized, formal movement organizations (though

the form may vary), (8) tire success of movements is dictated by the

stralegic factors and political processes in which they become enmeshed,

and is evidenced by the recognition of the movement as a political actor
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to the movement (Jenkins,

Thus, from Èhe resource mobilization perspective, social movements

are seen in terms of the logic of strategic interaction and cost-benefit

calculations, and the central referent for analysis is the "rational"

actor, individual or group, employing strategic and instrumental reason.

Such an approach provides a sorely needed corrective to the ideological

biases of traditional theories of collective behavior, such as Smelser's

theory, that relegate collective action to the realm of the irrational,

and view it as an emotional-expressive outburst. Nevertheless, the

resource mobilization perspeclive, in all its variants, operates with a

concept of rational actor which is too narrow and in its turn presents a

number of dif f iculties.

First, the various orientations within resource mobilization theory

have difficulties solving the free-rider problem. Mancur OIson (1965)

maintained that social movements cannot be mobilized sinply around

collective material benefits, and that without seLective incentives,

that is, the prospect of individual material benefits or constraint, the

rational individual would not contribute resources or time to collective

action. On the basis of lhe calculation of individual interest and the

cost or benefits of contributing to secure "collective goods" (that is,

benefits available to all group members), whether or not they contribute

to colleclive action, it would be more rational to free ride and let

others in the group do the work and make the sacrifices. Thus,

according to O1son ('1965), the collective good lies outside the rational

self-interest of the average person, even if individual and group
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interests coincide, and that without selective incentives or constraints

co]lective action becomes impossible or irrational (Cohen, 1985).

The standard response Lo this criticism by resource mobitization

theorists is that free-riding which is characterized by unorganized

individuals is probabLy widespread in natural settings (i.e., the marked

model). They argue that Olson vlas clearly mistaken in assuning that

those who are mobilized into collective action are unorganized

individuals. Instead, they are already organized into solidarity in the

first place (Cohen, 1985)" Tilly (1985) admits that there is yet no

convincing explanatíon of why an individual joins a movement or what the

considera!íons are belween individual and group inlerests and that of

the political structure of society. The strength of the resource

mobilization framework does not rest in any deveLoped theory of

motivation.

The construction of group identity, the creation of solidarity within

and between groups, and shared interests which resource mobilization

theorists take for granted cannot be lreated merely as givens, but as

achievements tha! also require analysis (Cohen, 1 985) . Thus, like

Smelser's theory of collecLive behavior, resource mobilization theory

also lacks a sophisticated social-psychology of movement mobilization.

By the internal criteria of resource mobilization theory, a choice

is rational if lhe decision-makers, acting with an unambiguous

conception of their goaI, systematically weigh the available costs and

benefits of allernative courses of action in making their eventual

choice. However, the limited atvareness of alternatives, costs and
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consequences, characteristic of many social movementsr arìd lhe

occurrence of unexpected or unforseeable events of a course of action

can provide only an imperfect guide to the rationality of the process by

which a choice is made (Turner, 198'1). Moreover, a rational choice

process may result in counterproducLive action because of unforseeable

events. The persistance of interest in movements in light of such

circumstances suggests that the rational component of action is a

necessary but insufficient dimension of the social movement actor.

The resource mobilization perspective also reduces the rationality of

protest politics to Lhe rationality of interest groups and their ability

to maximize or at teast guarantee the strategic accomplishments of

interesLs in the given opportunity structure. "Rational moLives or

goals" , however, which are of a genuinely soc ial nature ( e. g. , the

establishment of a good and just socíety and which could conceiveably be

perceived to run counter to the actors'otln interests) are excluded trom

analysis (rder, 1985), buried under an assumption which confuses the

rationality of mobilization with the rationality of goals. Àgain group

cohesiveness or solidarity predicated exclusively on rational

cost/benefit analysis by each actor overly simplifies the motivation

basis for movement membershiP.

One obvious implication of the resource mobilization approach is that

effective collective action is characterized by centralized

decision-making and a well organized and disciplined group of activists.

Emphasis is placed on the implementatíon of movement goals through

successful legislative and administrative action, such as lobbying the

state, participation in demonstrations, writing of leLters, and payment
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of dues. Consciousness-raising activities are often seen simply as a

means to mobilize troops for action. What is neglected, however, is the

fact Lhat movement goals can also be implemented lhrough improvised

behavior of human beings or that personal insight and critical

self-discovery are also essential features of a movement. Thus, from a

resource mobilization analysis of the l¡omen's movement, for example, vre

find a great deal more information about legislative contests and legal

actions than.about changing patterns of social relations between men and

vromen (Turner, 1983).

Increased attention to the phenomena of movement organization and the

source and deployment of resources is, surel-y' a significant

contribution to social movements. However, an exclusivist resource

mobilization model bypasses other significant dimensions of movement

mobilization such as cultural values or socio-cultural orientations that

inspire or, in sone cases, deflect collective action, the nature of

movement goaJ-s and the social relations of the actors (Turner, 1983;

Touraine, 1985).

For example, social movements, such as the civil rights, ecological,

peace, and j¡omen'S movement, Strike at the very valueS, the cultural

foundations of institutional structures, which also embody

self-confirming, self-perpetuating systems of ideology. Thus, a

comprehensive theory of social movements must go beyond organization and

resources. It must also examine the variable potency of normative

socio-political and socio-cultural projects as they relate to the

introduction of alternative socio-cultural practices and to changes in

the social system.
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Resource mobilization theory, then, examines how movements are

organized, naintain their structure, and looks at the dimensions of

those processes that are relevant for the mobilization of organized

groups competing for power. However, the heavy emphasis on economic

changes in society, such as increases in discretionary income, time and

social reform careers, that have facilitated movement mobilization

Largely confines it to an analysis of collective action in Western

societies. A cursory inspection of other societies that are not as open

or as affluent as Western societies reveals very different vehicles for

funding and for staffing social movements, which are also linked to the

political structure in very different ways (zatd, 1980).

Like Snelser's theory of collective behavior, resource mobilization

theory is not aligned with the tradition of praxis and proposes no

strategy that would directly transform social relationships in v¡ays

distinct from state-based change. While self-interested pressure groups

can force strategic change, there is no opportunity for a general

cultural movement or the conscientization of society. }lhife resource

mobilization theory has undoubtedly provided insights into movement

mobilization that are ignored or barely touched upon in other lheories,

it does not provide a forceful, comprehensive understanding of social

movements. The exclusive focus on strategic action narrows its capacity

to contribute to the conscientization of society.

Thus, a fundamental problem with resource mobilization theory is that

it is not a "theory" in par with the others being discussed. It

addresses epi-phenomena in focusing on resource mobilization. What is

still needed is an eiamination of the socio-cultural orientations
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leading to the conflict, the social relaLions of the actors and the

meaning of their normative socio-political projects, âs well as

extending the polity model beyond a pluralist conceplion of society, to

deal with different states and regimes, including the development of

neo-corporatism, and providing a more sophisticated social-psychology of

mobi I izat. i on .

4.3 KÀRL MARX'S ÎHEORY OF SOCIÀt MOVEMENTS

Karl Marx (1846, 1848) suggested that movement and change (i'e',

revolution) occurs when a group or, more precisely, a social class comes

to realize common interests based on common positions in the

organization of production, as mediated by strain or "contradictions" in

the internal structure, relationships to other classes and common or

"claSS cOnsciOusneSS". FOr Marx, the appearance of cIaSS consciousnesS

represents authentic consciousness, the ag¡areness of value, âD ultimate

end, and the recognition of the only good and inevitable choice:

communism[3'l].

The central referent for a Marxian analysis of social movements is

undoubtedly the concept of class. Though Marx never expounded it ïn a

systematic form, he suggested that what defines a class of actors

involved in collective action is first and foremost their economic

social relations to other classes as mediated by the domination of the

means of production in a given sociaL structure. These socio-economic

relations are characterized by conflict and "exploitation".

Exploitation refers to the appropriation of part of the product of labor

from one class (e.g., the proletariat) by others (e.g', the
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called surplus va1ue.
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example, this is what Marx

While a group of actors may be a class in relation to the means of

production, Marx cautioned that they may not yet be a class for

themselves, that is, conscious of their own situation and interests.

Economic conditíons had first transformed the nass of people
of a country into workers. the combination of capiLal has
created for this mass a common situation, comrnon interests.
This mass is thus already a class as against capital, but not
yet itself. In the struggle, of whích we have noted only a

lew phrases, this mass becomes united, and constiLutes itself
as a class for itself. The interests it defends become class
interests. But the struggle of class againsl class is a

political struggle. (t'tarx, 18472 214)

Marx's concept of class, then, is based on common situalions, interests

and grievances based on the organization of production. ¡nd when

classes acl, they do so oul of common interests and conmon or class

consciousness t32l .

Marx was influenced by the saliency of class rela\ions in early

capitalism and along with nngels took the concept of class and class

conflict and extended it as the driving force of history. In the

Communist Manifesto ('1848), for example, Marx and EngeIs asserted: "the

history of all hitherto existing society is the hislory of class

struggles". Àccording to Marx and Engels, these class antagonisms and

struggles, whose appearance put an end to original comrnunism, assumed

different forms in different epochs. While Engels Iater att.empted to

correct the proposition of the "history of all hitherto existing

society" with the history of society since the evolution of the state,

neither Marx nor Enge1s underlook any sustained analysis of Èhe

principal classes and class relations in other forms of socieLy

(Bottomore, 1973).
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Both Marxist and non-Marxist studies since the end of the nineteenth

cen¡ury have made it abundantly clear that the concept of class and the

concomitant notions of class structure are much more complex and

ambiguous phenomena than appears from most of Marx's writings

(BoLtomore, 1973). In pre-capitalist societies, for example' the

exploitation of producer's labor does not rest on what seems to be

purely economic social relations, but fnay be through kinship or other

types of more personal relations (CodeIier, 1978). Still, the essence

of Marx's notion of class and class conflict is the relationship of

exploitation: the appropriation of surplus labor from a primary

producer (i.e., slave, serf or proletariat) (de Ste. Croix, 1984).

Àccording to Marx, only when the exploited class in a given epoch

develops genuinine class consciousness, causing it to seek the abolition

of its subjection through revolution and the destruction of the

political power of the exploiting class will the socio-economic

arrangements change. Such a revolution would introduce fundamental

changes in the class system, the organization of the family, the nature

of commerce and consumption, and lhe productive facul!ies of human

beings.

The transformation or mulation of consciousnesS into genuine class

consciousness depends on the structural transformations occuring within

a social syslem. Tensions or "contradictions" between the forces of

production (i.e., natural resources, technology, and human labor power)

and the relations of production (i.e., the socially structured relations

between human beings based on their parlicipation in the production

process) eventually crosses a certain threshold (which is unspecified in
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Marx) which leads to a transformation of consciousness, and eventually a

new mode of production or social-economic formation. Àt the same time,

Lhis process which marks the last antagonistic form of society,

capitalism, represents a historical path to a real liberation of

humanity to be realized in a communist society. However, whether Marx

meant that a commun í st soc iety i s necessar i Iy the result of a

teleological process or that only such a transition can ensure human

progress remains unclear.

The dawning of class consciousness does not appear uniformly

throughout a whole social class but at first only in certain individuals

and groups. This represents the concept of "vanguard." The vanguard

is nothing other than the group\ in which the transformation of

consciousness begins and from which this type of consciousness operates

throughout the rest of the class itself. This is possible because the

class exists in itsetf and is "potentially" capable of attaining the new

state of class for itsetf, that is, once the structural processes have

been activated (Alberoni, 1984) [33].

The vanguard, the thinking and organizing element of a particular

cIass, especially the prolelariat, is responsibte for defining a field

of experience (i.e., alienalion) and is where we find the int'ellectuals

or the creative eLites of the movement. The vanguard yields knowledge

of the mechanics of lhe social system, the dynamics and direction of

history and the general (though not specific) direcLion of the future.

It functions to direct the ideas and aspirations of the class to which

they organically belong, deliberately serving the revolutionary class as

organizers and constructors of the party which provides leadership for
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that class. It provides theory, ideology, leadership for a mass-base of

non-intellectuals, the proletariat, who Marx sav¡ as the bearerS of his

uLopia, communist society.

Marx believed that the more adequate a human being's understanding of

reality the greater the possibility for successful socio-political

practice. Consequently, his theoretical analysis of political economy'

especialty in capitalist societies, wastalso intended to have a

practical effect by helping to form the consciousness of the

proletariat, that is, to help them understand their own situation in the

wor Id .

The view taken by Marx (1852) was that human beings working with the

conditions given to them by history ( i.e. , technology, environment,

social relations with other human beings) create their ov¡n society.

Through praxis, the historical world vlas potentially rationally

changeable by human beings who could harness the real dialectic he had

uncovered. Human beings would achieve their emancipation not

necessarily by realizing ideals but by setting free "elements of the new

society with which the old collapsing bourgeois society is pregnant"

(Marx, 1871:523). For Marx, however, praxis vras narrowly defined as

action based upon the theoretical propositions and assumptions of lhe

historical dialectic he had uncovered, and not action based upon a

broader consciousness of the environment.

Marx emphasized the unity of theory and praxis as the conscious road

to freedom as defined by a communal society of free and equal producers.

However, by believing that the ends would generaÈe the appropriale
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a hegemonic reality in the interests of a ruling class. Gramsci

Suggested that the reason why the revoLuLion had not taken place or

seemed to have failed lay in mechanisms of cultural integration or

socia}ization,wherebyarulingclasshistorical}yachievedhegemony

oversocietyasawho]e.Àndsince.theconsentoftheruledwasblindly\ __..: -^:
attained, progressively Iess overt state coercion was required' t¡lhile

Gramsci,s insight into the processes of ideological hegemony constitutes

asignificantcontributiontoanysocialtheorydirectedatthe
conscientizationofsociety,hedidnotspecifyhowresocializatign
would be effected. such concerns have subsequently been taken up by

PauIo Freire (1970) and Àlain Touraine (1978) '

essence of the Marxian project' then' !¡as that it was uniquely

to be a social science of the objective process of human
The

tied

enlightenment and emancipation' It vigourously rejected

value-free science and was a historically specific attempt

one lheoreticar-practical scheme the scientific comprehension of social

realityandthemovementofthatrealityintowhatitoughttobe'into
a vision of value.

However,theMarxiancomprehensionofsocialrealityandthepraxis

it encouraged was based upon a narrow consciousnesS of the environment'

Hencei¡sdogmaticapproachwarrantsthecriticismtha!aMarxian
perspectiveattemptstosteersocialmovementsintoapreconceived

theoretical position; a position wi|h flaws, blindspots and onrissions.

perhaps the most serious limitation of Lhe classical Marxist position

istheprimaryemphasisoneconomicforces.Contemporarysocial

the fable of

to merge into
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movements in Western societies go þeyond a comprehension provided to us

by a Marxian orientation" Àn analysis that emphasizes the primacy of

economic conÈradictions, class relations, and class struggles cannot

account for the ecOIOgical, citizen'S action, peace or vlomen'S movement

(cohen , 1gg2). in the women's movement, for example, the subjects are

characterized first and foremost by their sex, and potentially this

sex-based fracture concerns aIl women above and beyond their national

and class differences. It concerns for lhe most parl the upper, middle'

and petit bourgeois intellectuals (i.e., intellectual workers) ' The

participation of the peasant class is practically nonexistent and that

of the working class scant and timited in any case to young women who

have been to high school (¡Iberoni, 1984). We must also keep in mind'

however, that some of these divisions may be a product of "divide and

conquer" strategies.

The broad constituency of movements as well as their pool of

activists are drawn from those social groups which are most likely to be

affecLed by the negative consequences of those processes or those who

have the easiest cognitive access to the working of these processes and

their consequences (Otte, 1985). Three Mile Island nuclear plant has

conf i rmed lhe importance of cr i si s generated by elite act ions '

Ànti-nuclear organizations had previously failed to mobilize citizens

against the plant until the disaster. It is significan! to note that

support came overwhelmingly from middle- and upper middLe class

residents who were politicalty active and highly involved in extralocal

community organizations (Jenkins , 1983a). Interest groups are not

always organized around economic relations'

:, 'l

:..
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Alberoni (1984) suggests that Marx overemphasized social classes and

has conferred a metaphysical dignity on c1ass, which h'as as unjustified

yesterday as it is loday. Contemporary social movements, as well as all

great movements of the past, have been the product of a confluence of

different social classes, and it is in movements that class, religion,

and national identities are formed. That is why Alberoni suggests that

a Lheory of movements requires that the concept of class be replaced by

a concept of historical subject.

Thus, contemporary social movements cannot be simply divided into

neat antagonistic classes. Rather, they represent numerous

cross-cutting groups composed of individuals !rith diverse interests who

compete and cooperate with each other. Heterogeneity is undoubtedly one

of the striking features of contemporary movements. Moreover, many

social movements, such as the peace, ecological, tvomen's, ninorities

(gays and lesbians, the elderly and the disabled), and citizen's

initiative movement often defend the democratization of society "without

concomitantly attempting either to take polrer or insist on the

de-differentiation of society, economy and polity" (Cohen, '1983:98).

Many of these movements have sought to build on the achievements of past

democratic movements.

Certainly, Marxian theory and subsequent Marxist study have made

significant contributions to our knowledge of social life by describing

and explaining macro social forces such as political economy and the

organization of production, which go beyond the scope of this project,

as well as ideological hegemony and social consciousness in the process

of cultural change. For example, Godelier (1978) tries to reconcile the
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material, non-material dichotonry in Marxist thought, lhat is, the

dichotomy between the identification of "infrastructure" as the primary

facLor in social domination with the mounting evidence that it is lhe

"superstructure", specifically kinship and religion, which affects

domination, especially in many pre-capitalist societies.

Godelier (1978) argues that right at the heart of a human being's

most rnaterial relationship with the material nature surrounding him or

her is a complex body of representations, ideas, and patterns, which he

has termed "idéet" reafities, whose presence and action are essential

for any kind of material activity to occur. Idéel realities, he

suggests, are not merely passive reftections of economic forces, but

actively contribute to the way in which society is organized. These

"ideas not only interpret reality, but actually organize every kind of

basis of this reality, thereby contributing to the production of new

social realities" (Gode1ier, 1978:766). Thus, social relations are

simultaneously a material and an idéeI reality.

Like the early socialists, Marx, as vle have seen, pursued the utopian

image of a communal society of free and equal producers of }abor that

would arise from a proper organization of production itself. However,

he dismissed the social systems of the early socialists, as utopian, in

the pejorative sense of the term, and unscientific, in contrast to the

allegedly scientific character of his system of historical materialism.

Yet, by siluating the force, momentum, and direction of change in the

historical dialectic he had uncovered (i.e., the contradictions between

the forces of production and the relations of production) Marx placed

human beings, as morat subjects, and their normative orientations in the

shadows.
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For Marx, human beings had only one route of escape from their

hist,orical present. While collective action could cause contradictions

to explode, Do social movement can transforn the prevailing social

order. 0nIy history can transforn society, provided there is

intervention by a knowledgeable and organized vanguard capable of

understanding the laws of historical development and of transforming the

crisis (i.e., contradictions) of the social system into a more natural

order, which, for Marx, t,las a communist society. Thus, a Marxian

analysis of collective action, of movement and change, relies on a

number of ontological assumptions about predetermined, privileged or

even "correct" social groups, PointS in time for movement and change,

and organizational forms and tactics by which change could be brought

about

Indeed, the question surfaces as to whether Marx did indeed uncover a

valid intrasystemic law of capitalist development, or whether there is a

single dynamic of the capitalist mode of production that unfolds

independently of external influences, independent).y of the demographic,

technological, economic, and environmental conditions, social choices

and social relations. The failure of Marxism to predict the conditions

under which the crucial "socialist" revolutions have taken place (in

industrially undeveloped Russia and peasant China rather than

industriatly advanced England, Germany and Japan), and its failure to

predict the considerable extent of socialization achieved by Sweden,

Denmark, Holland and Norway wíthout revolution undermines confidence in

the Marxian understanding of socio-cultural causality into the future

(Harris, 1980). Certainly, this is a conLroversial criticism of Marx's
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thought, a body of schoLarship which is continually being debated and

reappra i sed.

Let us nor{ turn to Àlain Touraine and his sociology of action

approach. The size of Touraine's contribution to the study of social

movements wiIl require the formal separation of his work into two

sections.

4,4 ATAIN TOURAINE: THE SOCIOTOGY OF ACTION

Alain Touraine (1978, 1979, '1981, 1985) has conceptualized society as

a system of action, the product of cultural achievernents and social

conflicts among collective actors, especially social movements. By

characterizing social movements as producers of their social system,

Touraine has elevated this action from its subordination to order by

functionalism and structuralism, historical development by Marxism and

povrer by post-structuralism (Cohen , 1982). According to Touraine

(1981:85), the primary duty of the sociologist is to analyze this social

action "just as it is produced, consumed, spoken and fought over."

Touraine (1978, 1979, 1985) distinguishes three types of social

movements. They are sociat movements, historical novements, and

cultural movements. Socia] movements, in the strict sense of Touraine's

use of the term, represent collective action oriented toward the control

or tansformation of historicity. Historicity refers to the capacity of

human societies to produce their own conditions of existence, or, in

other words, the norms, institutions, and practices by which societies

function. These socio-cullural.patterns are seen by Touraíne as the
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product of changing, unstabre, roosely coherent social relationst

conflict, political processes, and curturaf innovation.
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The culturaL and social expression of the capacity of human societies

to produce their historicity is located in what Touraine has

conceptualizedaSthesystemofhistoricalaction,athreefold
combination of syslems: a cultural model or matrix' a pattern or stock

of knowledge, and an accumutation and investment process' The cultural

modetdeterminestheactionSystem.Itarticulatesthematerial
processes of reproduction in consumption, distribution' organization of

productionandproductionasco}Iectiveactivity.Inotherr'ords,the

cultural model Organizes a life world which subsequently generates

conceptions of lhe relaLions of human beings to t'heir environment' The

pattern of knowledge generates a conception of nature and society (u'9.,

the product of divine wiIl), while the system of accumulation and

investment refers to a method with which a society deducts and invests

the products of its rabor (e.g. nucrear vreapons, miritary technology)'

For Alain Touraine (1978 , 1g7g, 1985), social movements, in the

strict sense of his definition, are made up of three components' They

are: (i) the identity of the movement or actor; (o) the definition of

the opponent; and (t) the cultural totality which defines the field and

stakes of the conflict which is circumscribed by a clear interrelation

betweenconflictingactorsandthestakesoflheirconflict.

According to Touraine, within a given cultural totality there is a

single,all_pervasivedivisionconstitutingapolarizationbetweena

conflictingdominantandsubordinateclass.Thisconf]ictbetween
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classes, however, is not conceived of, as classical Marxisn would

suggest, âs a formal contradiction in which the subordinate class is

destined to vrrest power from the dominant class and then rule itself. A

social movement's action is clearly distinguished from po).itical power,

and the subordinating class is not tied to lhe notion of progress. In

addition, the dominant class also has a movement dimension which is the

basis of its capacity to engage in a class struggle.

Touraine insists that social conflicts cannot be separated from

cuÌturaI orientations, and insists on the objectivity of a common

cultural field or battleground shared by opponents. It is the various

institutional potentials of the shared cultural field and not simply the

particular gloup that comprise the stakes of the social stru99le'

Consequently, Touraine rejects an analysis of social movements that

focuses exclusively on identity, arguing that it tends to either

reproduce the ideological self-understanding of the actors or slips into

a social-psychological account of the interaction at the expense of a

truly sociological analysis of the dyadic struggle.

Thus, for Touraine, social movements are defined as a social conflict

wilh culturally oriented forms of behavior, and not, aS Marx would

suggest, the manifestations of the objective contradictions in a system

of domination such as capitalism. The action of social novements need

not be directed fundamentally towards the state. Social movemenls

involve confrontations belween social, civil adversaries within and over

structures of civil society, that is, social spaces, such as Lhe work

place and school room, in which the creation of norms, identities and

social relations of dominance and resistance are located (Cohen, 1985).
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Nor can the action of social movements be necessarily or exclusiveLy

identified with political action for power, for such a movement can

neverseizepowerassuch.Power,accordingt'oTouraine,canbegained

onlythroughcriticalactionswherebyanet'groupofrulersisformed'

thus constituting a new system of class relations. RaLher, a social

movement is a class action, directed against a lruly social adversary

for the transformation of power. The solidarity movement in Po1and' for

example,neversoughttoseizepov¡er.0nthecontrary,itconcerned

itself '{ith the cultural regeneralion of values and institutional

reforms, trying to instal] managers in industry and seeking an end to

censorshipandurgingthefreedomofthepress(Touraine,1983).

Tourainealsoarguesthatmovementsdonotbuildupthesocialsystem

of the future, nor is it a more modern or advanced system than the one

againstwhichitisfighting.Rather,theyrepresentalternativeviews

ofinterpretingthesocio-cultura}practicesofthepresent.Sucha
conceptualization allows Touraine to replace the notion of superseding

societies and the "evolutionis! ideas which governed the social thinking

of the last century" (Touraine ' 1978:80)'

AccordingtoTouraine,asocialmovemenL'sutopiaappealstoan

ideal--convictions--and always defines a concepLion of history, usually

oriented toward the future bul sometimes with its face to the past'

looking toward the golden age. It also rejects what it perceives as a

destructive force. If lhe utopian dimension is absent' class conflict

may}osei|sreferencetohistoricityandmaythusbereducedtoa
sLrategic struggle '
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movements. What dislinguishes these two types of collective action is

the fact that a social movement alone has the capacity to mobilíze a

group. against an adversary and for the control of historicity. In

contrast, a reaction to an organizational crisis can only be directed

toward the inside of that organization.

One of the difficulties with Touraine's definition of social

movements is that it is intentionally non-empirical (Morrow, 1983).

From the outset, Touraine refuses to identify the concept of social

movement with specific organizations or a concrete group of actors, and

suggests that it is important to remember that what appear to be

different struggles, such as the student's movenent and the ecological

movement, ßây be the manifestation of the same movement in a given

societal type.

Much of what Touraine says about collective action in his analysis of

social movements is consistent with other analyses of the subject.

There are, however, a number of significant differences between

Touraine's approach and the classical tradition. Touraine rejects all

versions of the societal breakdown thesis ( i.e., Functionalism or

Marxism) to account for social movements. The Solidarity movement in

poland, for example, was not simply a mechanical reaction to unbearable

oppression or some crisis setting event It manifesled "ideas, choices

and a collective wi11" (Touraine, 1981:4).

UnIike Sme1ser, Touraine does not see social movements as abnormal or

irrational occurrences. Rather, social movements comprise part of the

fabric of social Iife by conlesting and producing social norms,

'':4...

: l.::il
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ínstitutions, and practices (Cohen, 1985). And by placing cultural

orientations and fields of alterable but structured social relations at

the center of analysis, Touraine betieves he is focused on what ís

specific to social movements. He argues that resource mobil-ization

theory bypasses this systematic cultural context because of its

exclusive focus upon strategic intervention and on the development of

the state and market.

Touraine's focus is directed exclusively at contemporary movements,

for that, he argues, is where we find historicity. In prehistoric

societies, historicity is absent. change is 1ar9e1y determined by

material conditions such as natural events or population pressures

(nder, 1982). At this stage' social dynamics are removed from social

practices and societies are incapabl-e of managing their ovrn activities'

Àncient societies are at an intermediate stage because creativity is

not seen as production by society, but abstractly, as logos, as a

metasoc iaI order. During this stage, movements were referring to

metasocial principles such as the order of things, divine rule, natural

law or historical evolution, to define their enemies and the stakes of

the conflict. Consequently, aII social movements of the past, according

to Touraine, were limited because cOnsciousness of societieS to produce

their socio-cuIturaI practices r+ere limited. Historicity 9radually

increases with the advent of industríal societies and reaches its peak

in our contemporary societal type, which Touraine has conceptuatized as

,,post-industrial" or "programmed" society (elberoni, 1984).
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According to Touraine, in each societal type there is only one

central couple of conflicting social movemenls, although the stakes may

vary, and that a social movement dies with the systen of historical

action that gave birth to it. That is why Touraine claims that it is an

illusion to speak of the seizure of power by a social movement.

Touraine stresses that each societal type should not be identified with

concrete historical- realities, and should nol be interpreted with

reference to the concept of progress. SimilarIy, social movements

cannot be defined as Progress.

The conceptuatization of contemporary Western society as

"poSt-industrial" or "programmed" society allows Touraine to specify

theoreticalJ-y what is new in contemporary movements and to ground the

claim that they are radically discontinuous with previous movements

(Cohen , 1985). For Touraine, social movements in post-industrial

socieLies are infused with the spirit of self-awarenessf

self-reflection, and self-determination, and the conviction that their

capacity for self-production and self-transformation is boundless.

Touraine's al1egedly nevl societal type, post-industrial society, is

characterized by new locuses of power, forms of domination, and modes on

inveStment, and, as l{e have 5een, a "reflexive" cultural model. Power,

investment, and domination are located at the IeveI of cultural

production. According to Touraine, innovations in the production of

knowledge by computers, data banks and the media transform our

representation of the human world into a cybernetic cullural model. For

these reasons, research and development, information processing,

bio-medical science and technique, and the mass media are the four major

components of a post-industrial society[34]
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Postindustrial society, then, is defined by the technological

production of symbolic Aoods which shape or transform our representation

of human nature and the environment. Moreover, the contested field of

social movements goes beyond the sÈate or market mechanism to all

aspects of social life and cultural life, or specifically to what

Touraine calls civil society, âs more and more domains of social life

are opened up to technocratic projects of control and/or alternative

projects to democratize those newly contesled fields (Cohen, '1985).

Thus, unlike the worker's movement, which Touraine suggests was the

principal movemenl of industrial societies, much of the action of

contemporary movements no longer occurs strictly in the field of

material production. Although disputes about rlages and conditions of

work, about exchange relationships between labor and capital stiIl

exist, nerv actions for emancipated living conditions worthy of human

beings has shifted to spaces of cultural reproduction, sociaÌ

integration, and socialization. Conflict in areas such as education,

sexuality, and energy production are cases in point.

Touraine's understanding of the "expansion" of social space is

related directly to the activity of contemporary movements which are

contesting control of, and increasing the range of social activities

formerly shielded from public scrutiny by tradition, a rigidly defined

private sphere, of metasocial guarantees. Thus, issues by feminist,

ecological, peace and local-autonomy movements are aIl connected to the

shifting boundaries between public and private and social life and

involve struggles against oId and new forms of domination in these

areaS, more specifically, civil society. Civil sociely, then, is seen
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in action terms as the domain of struggles, public spaces and political

processes. However, Touraine nowhere develops either a theory of civil

society or a concrete analysis of its institutional make-up (cohen,

1s85).

Àccording to Touraine, then, the social movements of post-industrial

societies are radically discontinuous with movements of the past. l,lhat

makes them discontinuous is their emphasis on democratization and

self-limitation, their level of reflexivity (i.e., that the means as

well as the ends of social production are self-conscious social

producls), their changed stakes and locuses of struggle (i.e., areas of

cultural reproduction) that correspond to the emergence of a nevl

societal type. The circularity of Touraine's mode of argument, however,

is obvious. Contemporary collective action is defined as new because it

involves struggle around fields or spaces opened up by post-industrial

society. Ànd we know post-industrial society is a new socieLal type

because it triggers new forms of collective action (cohen, 1985).

wilh his approach, Touraine offers an action sociology of the new

features of contemporary movements (i.e., the changed stakes and locuses

of struggle) and makes a significant contribution. to the analysis of

social movements. Nevertheless, Touraine's theory contains a number of

vulnerable points. First, his definition of social movements is too

narrow. In this view, a social movement exists only when the conflict

is located at the level of the culLura] model, which is central to the

society considered. Consequently, this definition forces Touraine to

exclude other types o.f collective phenomena and put them on a "Iolter

1eve1," for example, organizational protests, organizational crisis, and

institutional tensions
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Certainly, Touraine is right, a one-sided focus on strategic action

misses the social and norm-oriented dimensions of contemporary struggles

that are central to the emergence of new collective identities" But he

is wrong to restrict strategic interaction to lower levels of conflict.

For as resource mobilization clearly demonstrates, both social movements

and civil society involve strategic interaction.

Touraine's insistance on the radical discontinuity between societal

types and contemporary social movements also produces a number of

problems. For example, the idea of civil society has existed in the

West since at least the 17th century, and its use in analysis

demonstrates both an institutional and cultural continuity rviLh the

past. However, Touraine's suggestion that civil society is a new

feature of post-industrial societies, which contemporary movements

struggle to preserve and expand, blurs this continuity.

Further, with his emphasis on areas of cultural production as the new

stakes of struggle for contemporary movements in post-industrial

societies, Touraine downplays the enormous importance of the

reproductive dimension (i.e., religion, eÈhics and ritual) of the

societies of historical epochs. Ànd finalIy, by denying value to

societies with weak historicization and attributing maximum sÍgnificance

to contemporary l,iestern societies, Touraine ignores movements of the

past and great civilizations (nuddhism, lslam, Chrístianity), not to

mention pre-literate small scale culture. Such an approach brings with

it the danger of concealing what the movements of the past and present

have in common (AIberoni, 1984) Thus, Touraine's sharp distinction

between movements and societies of the past and present is too neat and

simplistic.
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Touraine fully grasps the significance of knowledge for production of

socio-cultural oriêntations. Knowledge allows human beings to create a

state of relations between themselves and their environment (Touraine,

1979). It aIlows broader sectors of society to participate into the

field of social conflicts, without it being possible to say q priori

which class is going to derive advantage from it. Knowledge infuses

social movements with a spirit for action and influences their ability

to control or transform historicity.

Like Marx, Touraine aligns himself with the tradition of praxis.

However, unlíke Marx, he does not presume to accord to human beings a

destinyt his framework saddles human beings with the responsibility for

and the burden of the choices they make and the world that they produce.

And unlike any other theories of social movements considered thus far'

Touraine has elaborated a definite strategy for praxis in the method he

has termed "Sociological Intervention" [35].

4.4.1 Socioloqical I ntervent ion

Àccording to Touraine, the aim of sociological intervention is to

provide a core of movement activísts with an opportunity to experience

the problems of their social movement and lhe choices it affords. By

stimulating self-reflection both among movement participants and between

the movement and social researchers, Touraine intends to foster greater

clarity and selt-reflection. Ànd by "interrogating" the types of

consciousness within a social movement, Touraine attempts to analyze the

meaning movement activists attribute to themselves and their social

projects. At the same time, he wants to help the activists shake free
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they can extend their field of analysis and become

forceful social action t36l .
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surround them' 50

more capable of

To appreciate the implications of sociological intervention for

actual research, it is necessary to outline how it is translated into

practice, and where possible to refer to case studies where intervention

has been carried out. For this purpose, we will examine four basic

aspects of intervention, which will be discussed in turn: the selection

of target groups, the intervention or research group' the practice of

intervention, and the theory-practice relationship constituted by what

Touraine calls "Permanent Sociology".

4.4.1,1 Group Selection

Social movements, âs we have seen, cannot be understood as concrete

ensembles. The term social movements is perhaps best understood as a

Iabel to designate activities Lhat are actually prompted by a great

variety of motives and very different participating groups and

organizations (Segbers, 1982) t371. Consequently, the analysis or study

of social movements requires a mechanism to discern or create some

boundaries of a given social movement.

Organizations are lhe customary agents of social movements. But

movements are characLerized by mulitiple organizations with no one

organization being representative of the movement. Consequently' a

social organization within a movement would not be a suitable locus of

analysis. À survey of individuals would also be inappropriale because
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social movements are collective actions and the study of collective

action should clearly concentrate on a collective body of individuals.

That is why Touraine choses what he calls "target" groups as the locus

.of study in preference to a social movement organization or atomized

individuals. A group, and especially group 1ife, aIlows researchers to

reconstruct the movement's discussions and debates, and subsequently the

field of its political behavior, and, beyond this' the nature of its

orientations.

Target groups are selected or organized by the researc'hers or by what

Touraine cal1s the "intervention group" rather than by any association

or organization linked with the movement because of an organization's

own vested interests, such as to give the researchers the impression of

movement cohesion. The formation of the target groups, which Touraine

admits are never fully representative of a movement, must take into

account the degree of internal differentiation within the movement and

seek for locatizations which will best bring them to light.

Target groups should be as diversified as possible to include the

range of debates, orientations, and internal tensions so that they can

discuss the major íssues which will inform them as to the nalure and

problems of the movement. Yet they must be limited in size in order t.o

enable all members to participate in the discussion. Efforts musL be

made to avoid splinter groups, that is, groups of disillusioned or

embittered activists wishing to criticize the movement, and to guard

against giving preference Èo representatives of trends who seem most

willing to particípate in intervention partly because they hope it wiIl

serve to establish a point of compromise or rlunification. The study of
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the anti-nuclear movement (Touraine, 1978) consisted of target groups

made up of scientists, workers in the nuclear industry, ecologists and

activists from local activities[38].

The target group is formed directly as possible from movement

participants, preferably rank and file activists, who have participated

in the struggle, rather than members who are most active, such as

leaders or organizers. They, according to Touraine, would likely hold

too much sllay over the organization, and may adopt a stance of

resistance towards open discussion.

What induces movement activists to participate in intervention, in

light of the tensions sociological intervention may cause, such as the

possibility that it may undermine their militancy, their normalive

projects or lead to tension between the goals of the researchers and

those of lhe activists, is an awareness of disharmony belween the

movement and its forms of action and organization. Perhaps more

importantly, though, is their awareness that the intervention process

offers an approach towards the movement which does not run counter to

the organization but reaches beyond the limits and difficulties of the

organization's practice (i.e., extending its field of anatysis).

Since a social movement cannot be directly associated with one

organization or closely linked to a particular dated and localized

conflict, it would be dangerous !o study only one target group.

Consequently, soc iologica). intervenÈion attempts to defend itself

against its own lirnitations by organizing two or more target groups, oÍ

what Touraine caLls "comparison" groups. For example, six target groups
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v¡ere formed in Gadansk, Katowice, Warsaw, Szczin, Wroc1aw, and Lodz for

the intervention of the Solidarity movement in PoIand (Touraine, 1983)'

while two target groups were organized for the study of the student's

movement in France (Touraine, 1978). Such an approach allows

researchers to get at the characteristic discussions, tensions or

conflicts of the movement and set aside the specifically local features

and not confuse them with the general aspects of the movement in order

to devise an analysis.

It is evident that the formation of two or more target groups always

involves a relatively arbitrary choice between several possible

comparisons, thus limiting the scope of intervention. Touraine readiJ-y

acknowledges that only ernpirical studies could specify how serious these

Iimitations may be. it is also evident that sociological inlervention

presupposes a voluntary subordination of the movement to the

intervention group, and that both parties are committed to transcending

their current leve1 of understanding. There is always the possibility

that a movement may resist intervention altogether.

4,4.1.2 The intervention Group

The task of the intervention group (i.e., the researchers) is seen

both aS a means !o record the actions of the target group and to

facilitate its development. It consísts of two primary roles¡ the

" interpreter" or "agitaLor" and the "secretary" or "ana1yst. " Touraine

suggests that both lhese roles must be kept separate.
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The interpreter is responsible for organizing the group, initiating

the debate or "confrontations" between members of the target group and

critics and opponents of the movement. More importantly, the

interpreter attempts to assist the group with "SeIf-analysis" by

agitating it, t.hat is, pressing it to define its position more clearly,

and by pushing it to the limit in its discussion. The secretary is

responsible for documentation, that is, taking notes, and making audio

and videotapes of the proceedings. The secretary may also make

observations, offer informalion in a personal capacity or ask for

clarification, but this role is always secondary to the role of the

interpreter. The secretary adopts a critical stance towards the target

group, renaining as far as possible from it.

It should be re-emphasized that the researchers do not intervene in

the movement as experts. Nor do lhe target groups function as

headquarters for devising movement strategy. At the outset of

intervention, the researchers, Touraine maintains, must explicitly

acknowledge these conditions. The group must also be made aware that

the result of sociological inÈervention will be to confront it with an

image of itself that is rather different to the one provided by its own

ideology, and that it will have been transformed by the intervention

process itself.

During the intervention process, lhe intervention group is consLantly

putling before the target group the fuIly body of discussions it has

produced so that the activists are conscious of the range of problems,

dilemmas, contradictions, and choices afforded by the movement' For

example, fuI1 tape recordings are made of intervention sessions so that
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t,he target group may, on request, return to a particular point and

examine it again. in addition, typed records of previous sessions are

forwarded to the group as quickly as possible for appraisal.

Though it is necessary that the intervention group identify with the

general objectives of the movement embodied in the group, it must also

retain a certain distance as part of its responsibility to observe the

target group actively working through its own self-analysis. If the

researchers become members of the group, they would become ideologists.

But if the researchers are identified with the adversary, the activists

would reject intervention altogether. Consequently, the intervention

groups, especiall-y the interpreter, is found in a tenuous position. We

must keep in mind that during the intervention process the target group

continues to be militant. Its category of anal.ysis remains linked to

action. In contrast, the intervention group transcribes its

observations of the intervention process into a theory of social action.

4.4,1,3 The Process of Intervention

The process of intervention is flanked by two phases as Ímportant as

intervention iLself. The pre-intervention phase consists of prepratory

meetings and discussions !,ith activists in order to move from action to

analysis, and shape and define the request for interventÍon. The

post-intervention phase represents the participants' return to action.

At this stage, the results of intervention are discussed not only with

the participants, but also with the leaders and other activists.

According to Touraine, the target group parúicipants raLher than the

researchers should conduct such discussions "in order to ensure the
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transfer of analysis at the heart of the organized struggle" (Touraine,

1981:155). Touraine notes that the participants return to action is

more difficult lo conceive than the intervention process itseIft3gl.

The primary task of intervention is "an analysis of self-analysis",

i.e, observing the target group confronting and working through the

implications of the "distance between the struggle and the social

movement bourne within it". The main technique used to achieve this

initially is to confron! the target group face-to-face wïth

representatives of its adversaries and allies as part of creating a

process of self-reflection. The method of sociological intervention,

specifically the analysis of self-analysis can be broken down into a

number of phases beginning with the "vlitness" group.

Àt the moment of formation, the target group is what Touraine calls a

"vlitness" group. It "proclaims its collective existence by referring

back to its past. action" (Touraine, 1981:16.1 ), especially if it has

experienced a great conflict. At this stage in the intervention process

the target or "witness" group is confronted by who Touraine calls

"interlocutors, " that is, representatives of the movement's adversaries

and allies for the purpose of creating a process of self-reflection.

Àccording !o Touraine, interlocutors should be adversaries and allies

situated at a different level of action than the participants of the

targe! group. For example, in the intervention of the Solidarity

movement (Touraine, 1983), the interlocutors were drawn from lay church

intellectuals, Solidarity advisors with dissident backgrounds' state

officials, and party functionaries. According to Touraine, the
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social scene and better define the nature of its action[40]"
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The essential feature of confrontation lies in the idea that

participants must not be enclosed by a narrow range of opinions.

Àccording to Touraine, the purpose of confrontation is not to provide

the target group with a complete picture of the other group's opinions,

but rather to prevent the group from becoming cenlered on itself, to

overcome their rationalizations, 9et beyond the defensive repetition of

a general ideology, expose the divergences of opinion, and provide a

realistic basis for their work upon themselves (i.e., self-analysis).

The researchers encourage this exposition and exploration by

assisting the group to overcome the stereotyped image it often has of

its opponents and partners, âD activity which Touraine suggests is made

easier when the discussion is focused on specific historical events

rather than on general ideas. At the same tine, researchers assist the

group to break free from its ideological defenses and accept open

discussion. The group should be drawn freely into each confrontation

without attempting to defend and elaborate upon a general policy, So

that the group explores several directions, reacts at different levels,

subsequently providing itself with highly diversified and loosely

integrated matter for reflections.

It is during these confrontaLions that participants begin

"seIf-analysis". They are no longer rnere witnesses of the struggle'

since they agree to expose themselves to an image that differs from

lheir own or even contradicts it; thus they are forced to emerge from

their ideology and make necessary shifts in their point of view.
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4.4.1.4 The Image GrouP

At this stage, thç "þ¡itness" group, which was also a confrontation

group becomes what Touraine calls an "image" group because its steady

movement towards self-reflection culminates in the group's capacity to

interpret the problems of the movement by reproducing the range of

debates found within it.

The role of the intervention group at this stage is to encourage the

target group to analyze lhe conditions and meanings of their actions.

The researchers intervene by introducing facts and ideas that are

external to the group, such as written and visual material, quotations,

reminders of past events, political and economic data, historical and

international comparisons. Their objective is to enable the activists

to advance beyond stereotype formulations and also to prevent it from

closing in upon itself and becoming dominated by interpersonal probJ-ems

among the members of the target group.

The researchers encourage the group to take up the same topic from

different angles in order to ensure the stabitity of the respective

positions or themes. Such a tactic requires the group' especially the

individuals concerned, to review some of theír statements, particularly

when they seem to represent a nevl development or even a reversal of

opinion. Thus, the target group is asked by the researchers to follow

through its discussion of a theme until it has been exhausted or no

further information emerges.

Àl lhe highest stage of reflection, Touraine states that a process of

conversion (without any religious connotations) occurs. Here the image

I
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group becomes an analyst group, moving over towards analysis of the

social movement. The target group, like the intervention group, is

reflecting upon the nature of its action and on the presence of a social

movement (i.e., is the protest action political pressure, opposition to

exclusion or a social movement).

Conversion, then, is the key point of intervention since at this

stage the group ceases to operate at the level of the concrete struggle

and of its ideology, moving instead to self-analysis. The transition

frorn image group to analyst group would seem highly improbable in any

other context than that of intervention. Sti11, Do conversion is

directly and entirely successful. Certain members of the group rise

more swiftly than othersi some, on the other hand, may reject conversion

or fail to accomplish it completely.

Thus conversion, according to Touraine, inevitably marks a break in

group life, and it is here where r+e reach the primary task of

intervenlion: self-analysis, i.e. , observing the target group

confronting and working through the imperfections of the distance

between the struggle and the social movement borne within it (Touraine,

'1 981 :177l, . The connection between self-analysis and intervention is

fundamental: through participating in the researcher's intervention

groups the actors begin to adopt a distance with regard to their

practice; a distance made tangible by the fact that they themselves are

becoming aware of the gap between their ideology, the image of them

relayed back by their opponents or partners, and the diversity of their

public statements. They now attempt to understand the attitude of their

interlocutors and to inlegrate them into the analysis of their or+n

actions.
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The movement activists by becoming analysts do not cease to be

activists. They move towards seif-analysis, exanine their action from a

perspective which is not of immediate action, but they cannot completely

question their own fact-finding work, because this would cut them off

from their action. This is why Touraine maintains that self-analysis

and the researcher's intervention are two complimentary dimensions of

work upon the movemment.

Self-analysis may result in considerable revision of many of the

opinions expressed at the beginning of intervention. According to

Touraine (1978), militant university students in France had set out by

defining teachers as the ideological agents of the bourgeoisie in

service of the dominant order. SeIf-analysis, however, Ied them to

adopt a very different position: teachers were mandarins protecting

their corporate privileges.

It is this self-analysis that the researcher studies: sociological

intervention is an analysis of self-analysis. The study of a struggle

will therefore be published in the form of an anaLysis of the history of

intervention. For Touraine, the intervention--through its history, its

content, its discussions, and its internal events--enables the

researcher to reconsLruct the analysis of the struggle, its nature, its

orientation, its internal conflicts, and its transformations.

4.4.1.5 Mixed Group SeIf-InterpreÈation

Àfter self-analysis is completed, the intervention group introduces

its interpretalion (i.e., hypotheses and theories) of the history of
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int,ervention to the target group in order to initiate joint reflection.

Touraine calls this phase of the intervenlion process mixed-group

self-interpretation. Àccording to Touraine, the researchers must

endeavor, together with the group and other representatives of the

movement, to hold lengthy discussions on the researcher's interpretation

of intervention in order to free themselves from the judgements imposed

upon lhem by their situation and by their own opinions.

The researchers communicate two sets of interpretations to the group.

First1y, the interpretation of the struggle itself: Is it a social

movement or not? What other directions does it take? What are the main

problems, iLs most important conflicts and choices? How can its

development be defined? The first set of interpretations goes beyond

the work that has been carried out by the group in its o\''n

self-analysis. It is presented in the language of sociology--not that

of action or ideology--in such a lray to reveal to the actors the

implications of their own analytical approach'

Second).y, there is the interpretation of the intervention process

itself, that is, the presentation of the intervention group's theories

on the intervention process itself, which, according to Touraine, must

be precise. This interpretation bears upon features of the larget

group's history: the inter-personal relations, the incidenls that have

occurred, the drift of certain discussions, and the interpretation of

the relalions between the researchers and the target group.

The researchers must say how they analysed the behaviour,

position within the group, and the personal development of each of

the

Lhe
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actors. This explanation wilI then elicit counter-interpretations from

the group, especialì.y concerning the role of the participants, their

relations wilh the researchers and the development of their attitudes.

The group's reactions also help the researchers to adopt a critical

attitude towards their olvn interpretations. This communication is

therefore followed by a discussion which should lead to greater

precision of proposals concerning the transformations or reformulation

of the researcher's ideas. Touraine suggests that the researcher cannot

be required to wholly account for the movement, and he prefers to speak

of strengthing rather than verifying or validating research hypotheses.

At the end of intervention, the researchers endeavor to strengthen

their analysis by showing that it allows for a better understanding of

the documents and events, dealing with the most important category of

documents of thi s order : ideolog ical wr i t ings, statements and

declarations, and reports of discussion. What is required is

explanation of the actor's speech through sociological analysis of the

movement. Thus, a social history of the intervention may be developed.

4.4,1.6 Permanent Sociology

The final phase of sociological intervention is 'Permanent

Sociology' . Here the activists return to the movement as carriers of

"nevl" knowledge generated by the analysis of self-analysis with the

intention of translating it into a coherent program of social action.

Toura i ne

themselves

suggests that it is far preferable that the group members

should handle the communícation of the results so as to
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ensure that these resulbs become incorporated into the action and

ideology of the movement. This should allow for subsequent alternations

between analysis and action. In this action, former members of the

group are able to test the conclusions of intervention against their nerl

experiences, and on this basis they return to re-examining the issues

with the researchers. On the one hand, they will be proposing ways of

completing or altering the hypothesis, and on the other hand they will

be turning to the researchers for alternative interpretations of their

situation and problems.

Thus, there is born a permament sociology "which would enable

analysis to progress increasingly and the movements to act on the basis

of an increasingly clear image of themselves, their opponents and even

their field of conflict" (Touraine, 1981 :183). Thus the function of

intervention and permanent sociology is to establish a prolonged aS

possible exchange between action and analysis.

Sociological intervention, then, is a research strategy designed for

the study of social movements. Its primary goal is to determine the

meanings movement actors attribute to their actions. Ànd while

Touraine's theory of social movements has been criticized for neglecting

the phenomena of movement organization and the source and deployment of

resources required for collective action, there is no reason why an

analysis of self-analysis should neglect this dimension of socia]

movements. Certainly, Touraine's method of sociological intervention

contains a number of shortcomings and Iimitations. For example, his

approach is largely confined to social movements in Western democratic

societies where collective action is not repressed. Other groups in
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other societies who are not already mobilized for action, such as

peasants in the Third World who are central to the work of Paulo Freire,

are excluded from sociological íntervention. However, the work of

Friere is not inherently incompatible with Touraine's approach. In

addition, sociological intervention is limited to those movements who

voluntarily submit to the intervention process. Nevertheless, it makes

a significant step in concretely fusing the theoria-praxis relationship

and provides a means of contributing to the conscientization of society.

.1.,:

''..'.::



Chapter V

THEORIA ÀND PRAXIS

The aim of this thesis has been to regain what we have lost sight of:

the sense and purpose of the sociological contribution to knowledge. I

have sought to show that human beings, âs moral subjects, envision

possibilities and choose among them, and that human being is not merely

utilitarian, but also inspired by a vision of value and guided by the

pursuit of an ideal*-by cultus. Contemporary social science has

convincingly demonstrated that the evisceration of a culture, of the

meaning and value ít embodies for its members, leads to massive

suf fer ing.

Furthermore, I have sought to show that the construction of

socio-cultura1 orientations, of society, should be seen as a

socio-historical project, the product of human choices. The results of

such collective aspirations, however, are not always what was intended

or desired. Ànd, while none of t.he members of a society can fully

direct the project, they can be decidedly unequal in their abilities to

mold or influence it. CerLainly, there are deterministic elemenLs, such

as time, knowledge, values, the eco-system, and the physiological

parameters of human being, that influence the range of choices. But

beyond them, though established by them, are real alternatives from

which humans can choose.

1'11
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À vital force for guiding our Lives, for understanding and choosing,

is knowledge. Knowledge allows human beings to create a state of

relations between themselves and their environment. Sociology has made

a signifícant contribution to our understanding of social life. It has

contributed to an explanation for evil which is caused by human beings,

personally andcollectively, mismanaging their responsibilities and

making bad choices over hunanmade arrangements. In conjunction with

other disciplines, sociology has the capacity to help men and rvomen as

moral subjects, achieve a deepening awareness of both the socio-cultural

orientations which shape their lives and their capacity lo transform

those orientaLions which they consider harmful.

Furthermore, socio).ogy, in the utopian spirit, can contribute to

human discourse statements of value about what form of society is

ethically and perhaps aesthetically most desirable as an ideal. It has

the capacity to allow hunans to visualize and construct from the best

possible knowledge ideal-typical images of. social arrangements that

would promote rounded well-being. Às such, sociology can inform praxis,

whereby human beings can criLically reflect on their experiences in

order to forge nerv or alternative lines of action, which are inspired by

a vísion of value and guided by an ideal.

However, the domineering influence of positivisn, within contemporary

sociology, has severed statements of value from statements of fact and

has departed from a }ong tradition in which truth was endowed with a

moral quality and knowledge of the ideal was said to compel action.

Such an approach is radically counterintuitive and counterproductive for

beings who require a context for judgements on which all their
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purposeful activity depends. Yet, even a critical, social science which

restores the fusion belween statements of fact and statements of value

but remains mute about a means of transforming action can in the end

settle into sentimental desire: a style of living with alienation

(Goodwin and Taylor, 1982).

Further, government and industry have been lhe prirnary beneficiaries

of sociological knowledge and research. Their underwriting of so much

sociological research has obscured our understanding by narrowing the

range of theoretical paraneters and the types of problems that are

studied. At the same time, it has allowed them to monopolize the power

to inform, govern, and exploit social choices and social change, at the

expense of other groups in society. The subsequent disenchantment with

the range of choices that are typically available has inspired numerous

social movements who are trying to restore to the general public the

povrer to decide and direct its oHln existence. By challenging the

J.egitimacy of a number of social practices and proposing alternative

conceptions of Èhe good life, social movements inLroduce questions of

value: of good and bad, of right and wrong, of justice and injustice,

of who has the right to choose and act, and of what good it does.

Thus, what i have sought to consider is lhe capacity of sociology to

allow broader sectors of society, especially social movements, to

participate more fully and intelligently in social choices, and to show

how sociology can complement social movements within the framework of

planned social change. However, such a task, as tve have seen, requires

that the fusion between theoria and praxis, between statemenÈs of value

and statements of fact, be restored.
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Theories of social movements, as rle have seen, select cerLain aspects

of the movement-society interaction for emphasis and focus, From our

examination of four theories of social movements, it is evident that

social movements are complex phenomena and that no one theory captures

the complexity of collective action. Certainly, the range of factors

that influence collective action leads to doubt as to whether one theory

could ever provide a comprehensive, globaI explanation of collective

action. However, the level of contribution made by each of the four

theories to our comprehension of movement-society relations is not

evenly distributed, and it is evident that some theories have greater

potential to contribute to the conscientization of society and thereby

inform praxis.

Neil Smelser, as I have shown, conceives of social movements as

impatient, irrational collective behaviour, a symptom of a temporary

disturbance in society. Contemporary social movements, however, do not

bear out his contention. The civil rights, ecological, peace, and

vlomen's movements, for example, are responses to long term probJ.ems of

domination, exploitation, racism, sexism, and environmental destruction.

These movements embody concrete goals, clearly articulated general

values and interests, and a rational calculation of strategies.

Smelser's theory of collective behavior is not aligned with the

tradition of praxis. It simply attenpts lo describe the phenomena of

collective behaviour, but its descriptive accuracy is, surely, limited.

Àt the same time, Smelser's reticence to address the causes of

destructive social forces and unacceptable social choices that inspire

sociat movements (as well as the . theory's unreflexive, behavioural
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emphasis) undermines its capacity to contribute to the conscientization

of society and any attempt to merge it with praxis. His notions of

colLective behaviour leave .no room for human beings as moral subjecls

and all that pertain to them: visions of value, ideals, choices and a

collective wi11.

Resource mobilization theory provides a sorely needed corrective to

the ideological biases of Smelser's theory which relegates collective

action to the realm of the irrational and view it as an

emotional-expressive outburst. StilI, its concept of rational actor,

whether that of individual or collective, is too myopic. À theory

contingent on such a view would be as troublesome as the Enlightennent

conception of "rational man" itself, which, âs contemporary social

science and the philosophies of existence have forcefully pointed out,

is experientially false. Thus, collective action predicated exclusively

on rational cost/benefit analysis by human beings overly simplifies the

motivatíonal basis for movement mobilization and commitnent. Moreover,

history has shown that human beings are able to lose the power of

reflection and rush into the intoxification of change for the sake of

change (Jaspers, 1965).

Increased attention to the phenomena of movement organization and the

source and deployment of resources, which is neglected or barely touched

upon by other theories of movement, ís, surely, a significant

contribution to an analysis of social movements. Yet, all too often, it
directs resource mobilization theory to overlook the social relations of

movement actors and the cultural context (i.e., normative projects) at

the heart of the conflict. Too much emphasis is placed on the power of
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groups and not enough focus on the value or appropriateness of the

cause. Certainly, in its present state, resour.u robilization theory,

at best, is a partial theory of collective action. tike Smelserts

approach to collective behaviour, resource mobilization theory, is not

aligned with the tradition of praxis, and proposes no strategy that

would di rectly alter soc ial relat ionships i n ways di st i nct f rom

state-based change. While self-interested pressure groups can force

strategic change, such action provides no opportunity for a general

cultural movement or the conscientization of society. Nevertheless,

resource mobilization theory has the potential to be fused with a

strategy for praxis, provided the theory extends its scope to examine,

among other factors, what Marxism has contributed to our understanding

of collective action: an analysis of political economy, as well as the

development of neo-corporatism.

Certainly, Marxian theory and the Marxist tradition, most notably

Gramsci and Godelier, as rve have seen, have made a significant

contribution to our knowledge of movement-society relations, by

providing an analysis of Lhe organization of production, ideological

hegemony, and social consciousness in the process of cultural change.

It was Karl Marx who convincingly demonstrated that poerer relations,

conflict, and struggte permeate social life, especially in capitalist

societies. Consequently, he placed social relations, as mediated by his

concept of class, at the center of analysis. However, by locating the

force, momentum, and direction of change in the contradictions between

the forces of production and the relaLions of production, he left human

beings, âs moral subjects, and their normative orientations in the

shadows.
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For Marx, human beings had only one route of escape from their

historical present. I^lhile collective action could .uu.. contradictions

to explode, no social movement can redirect historical change off its
pre-established course and transform society. 0n1y history can destroy

the prevailing social order, provided there is intervention by a

knowledgeable and organized vanguard capable of understanding the laws

of historical development and of transforming the crisis of the social

system into a more natural order (i.e., communism).

A significarÍt contribution made by Marx, from my stance, was his

attempt to fuse into one theoretical-praclical scheme, the critical,
scientific comprehension of social reality and the movement of lhat

reality into what it ought to be. His work, however, lacked specificity

in the procedures by which such a task could be accomplished. Yet, the

Marxian comprehension of social reality and the praxis it encouraged was

influenced by a narrow consciousness of the environment, which relied on

a number of ontological assumptions, such as the right points in time

for movement and revolution and the predetermined or even "correct"

social groups.

Marx, as we have seen, pursued the utopian image of a communal

society of free and equal producers that would arise from the proper

organization of production itself. However, his utopia--communist

society--like so many utopias, warrants that valid criticism that it

embodies a static view of human nature and a narrow view of human

potentials. For as Buber (1961) has pointed oul, human being is a

potential direction of a process, and as Touraine (1979) recognizes

roéiut life is the product of changing, loosely coherent social
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Norelations that rebound to affect us for better. or for worse.

collective well-being can be assured as a final solution.

AIain Touraine, as vte have seen, sees social movements as comprising

the fabric of social life by cont,esting and producing social norms,

institutions and practices. Touraine places cultural orientations and

fields of alterable but structured social relations at the center of his

analysis. Unlike Marx, he does not presune lo accord to human beings a

destiny ( i.e. , conmunist society). Rather, he saddles human beings with

the burden and responsibility for the choices they make and the world

that they produce.

Touraine's theory contains a number of vulnerable points, such as his

narror+ definition ot social movements, and his radical discontinuity

between societal types and between contemporary movements and great

novements of the past. Furthermore, his theory neglects what resource

mobilization lheory has to offer for the understanding of collective

action: an analysis of movement organization and the source and

deployment of resources. Movements do not exist only in their cultural

message.

Touraine, like Marx, âligns theoria with praxis. However, whereas

Marx's work lacks specificity in the procedures by which praxis could be

accomplished, Touraine has elaborated a definite strategy thal can

contribute to the conscientizalion of society. Whatever lhe flaws of

Touraine's sociological intervention, and, âS we have seen' Lhere are

many, there is value in its potential to provide a means of establishing

a moral dialogue between human beings about social choices and lhe ends
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of life; a method whereby common se.nse and scientific understandings

could meet and uplift each other in underslanding and moral vigour.

Sociological intervention provides social theorists with a means to

contribute to the conscientization of society, not by purveying

solutions to social problems 'but by stimulating self-reflection, by

inspiring human beings to think beyond the constraints of their

ideology. At the same time, it contributes to the discipline of

sociology a social, scientific understanding of sociat life with an

analysis of the meaning movement participants attribute to their

normative projects.

The character of contemporary social movements, especially in Western

societies, is underlined by their evident belief in the assumption that

the course of history and social life is contingent, and thus can be

created and changed by human beings and social forces determined to do

so, rather than being determined by given "metasocial" principles.

However, even if the ethical-libertarian movements which dominate in bhe

West today claim to seek the democratization of social life, their

assurances of being definitive, as Alberoni (1984) has warns usf are,

EË. E-g., worth no more than the declaratíons of previous movements.

History has shown that when human beings are gathered together they can

also have the impatience of lelting be, of listening and seeing (ttohak,

1984). Às Jaspers (1965) tells us, it is easy for the conditions of

inEeraction between unreflecting masses and tyrants to develop.

Great humanitarian movements are

changes in conceptions of self and

inconceivable apart from associated

others'(Turner , 1983). Without
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strong components of personal transformation, social movements aimed

merely at institutional change ( i.e. , the Bolshevik revolution) seldom

achieve substantial or lasting success (Turner, '1 983; Kohak, 1 984 ) .

Institutional changes can be significant only when they are a reflection

and the fruition of a cultural movement: a change of mind and hearts of

human beings and of their relations to each other and the wor1d. This

is the shortsightedness of resource mobilization theory.

There is something to be said, I think, aboul Henry David Thoreau's

retreat !o Ì.talden, Leo Tolstoi's withdrawal to Yasnay Polyana, Martin

Heidegger's retreat in the forests of the Schwarzwald, or Erazim Kohak's

solitude on his New Hampshire homestead, and their attempts to bracket

the consensus of the collective monad in order to personally reflect on

social choices and the ends of life. tthile these settings have províded

moving reflections on meaningful being, there is something disingenious

about such withdrawals should they become too monological: too

self-centered, a self-indulgent preoccupation with personal moods.

Furthermore, such a withdrawal whether metaphorically or experientially,

by philosophers or by any human being also requires a return to share

with olher moral subjects the insights of those reflections and to work

out a sensis communis as to what should be done.

And certainly, as there are choices, there wilI be conflict and

compromise. It is here that sociology and sociological intervention can

contribuLe to cultural movement, to the conscientization of society and

to the interaction between personal and collective reflection, whereby

human being with lheir personal reflections can come to reflect

collectively about social choices and the ends of Iife.
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We know today that calastrophe, suffering, and well-being all belong

to the. possible future. They are not "fataI" or determined events.

Moreoverr fro collective weLl-being can be assured as a final solution.

Collective well-being has to be renewed by polis activity, that is, by

reflection and choices, negotiations and actions (Melucci, 1 985) . To

this end, sociology and sociological intervention can serve as valuable

instruments which allow human beings to grasp phronesis, that is, a

prudent understanding of variable situations with a view to what can be

done 
"
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Endnotes

[1] From the very beginning, utopia has been a contentious term, laden
with diverse meanings: a literary genre I a state of mind, a
constitution for a perfectly restructured polity, the scientific
underpinnings for a universal republic. I t has been used
pejoratively to denigrate proposals for social improvement which are
considered impracticable, and it has been used positively to
indicate a vision of the world where things will be far better than
they are now.

l2l Davis (1984) also adds that the utopia accepts the hostility of
nature and the imperfection of human beings. While this may be true
for some utopias, such as Thomas More's, it is not so apparent in
others, such as the utopian thought of Jean-Jacques Rousseau and
Karl Marx, especially their assumption about the inherent
possibility of human bein9.

t3l Two other types of ideal societies, both of which idealize nature,
are the arcadia and the cockaygne. The arcadian tradition solves
the collective problem of need with its emphasis on both an
abundance of satisfactions and a simplification of desires to a

'natural' level. The cockaygne, in contrast, emphasizes gross
abundance (Davis, 1 981 ) .

[4] uannheim (1936) contrasted utopian thought, orie
future ( i.e., that which does not exist in the
ideological thought which justifies or legitimize
Both, he argued, rvere epistemologically similar i
incongruent with reality. What distinguished them
represented the interests of an established or
(Wallerstein, 1986). If we chose, however, to de
general terms ( i . e. , âDy system of ideas and
political and social action, then rve can spea
production as being a component of an ideology.
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l5l Bailey (1980) suggests that sociology has achieved an analytical
grasp of a number of problems and has had varying degrees of
success, especialty in the fields of urban reform and community
reform and to a lesser degree within the fields of legal problems,
crime and deviancy.

t6l As a philosophy, positivism implies two main positions. The first
is that what passes as "knowledge" must be connected to a reality
which is observable by a}l. This is the rule of phenomenalism-- the
idea that only lhat which is immediately perceptible can provide the
basis for legitimate scientific knowledge.

Second, is the belief that value judgements and normative
statements are void of any empirically based propositions, that is,
statements of value are not grounded in a sensorily apprehended
reality and therefore are without an experiential foundation and
incapable of being tested for validity. In other words, normative
and evaluative propositions have no relation to an observable
reality and hence do not count as legiLimate scientific knowledge.
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Applied to sociology, the positivist attitude asserts that only
those categories and techniques used in natural sciences can be
adopted if we wish to create a natural science of society. This
means that the "subjective" and "meaningful" dimensions of human and
social action do not require any special treatment in order to grasp
their meaning and significance. In short, the intersubjective
consLiÈution of the meaning of social action is identical to an
object in the natural world.

Thus, positivism }ends itself to the separation of facts and
values; consigning the latter (as senseless) to the arbitrary and
subjective realn of personal preference.

l7l The relationship between theoria and praxis, however, does not
provide lhe only opportunity of reaching profound insights into the
nature of the environment.

t8l According to Habermas ( 1 963 )
distinguish the exercise of techni
what we call technique (technology

reI iabi 1 i ty of the rules
(techne) in the o1d sense from

the
ueq

)

t9] Bacon's utopianism was derided by Rousseau, who asserted that
science was morally corrupting rather than ameliorating social life.
For Rousseau, the Baconian aspiration of a scientifically generated
abundance on earth implied luxury, which would inevitably spavrn
corruption. Rousseau argued that modern civilization did not
represent a path towards progress. Happiness and virtue lrere
possible only in simple societies, where austere and frugal
lifestyles dominated.

i10l Davis (1981) suggests that Marxism is a "potent millenarian theory
of a secular age" (i.e., society is perfected by the transpersonal
force of history). Lukes (1984), who discusses the relation of
Marxism to ulopianism, argues that although Marx perceived his
theory as scientific and antiutopian, both a utopian and an
antiutopian viewpoint are salient. Merleau-Ponty in Humanism and
Terror (198011261 argues that Marxism is anti-utopian in that it
defined revolutionary action "as the simple extrapolation of a
praxis already at work in history" rather than the adoption of a
certain number of ends through reasoned wi11. However, according
to my definition of utopian thought, i.e., a concern wilh negating
perceived causes of social evil (capitalism), the idealization of
ãn alternative form of social arrangemenLs (communist society), and
the feeling that society requires or is capable of improvement, and
can be made over to realize an ideal (praxis), I believe that Marx
fully belongs in the utopian tradition.

[11] With the publicaÈion of One Dimensional Man (1964), Marcuse's faith
in a liberating order of social relations fook a pessimistic turn.

112) The metaphor "colonization" refers to forms of political and
economic regulation that extends beyond the manipulation, of
external constraints of individual behavior and intervenes into the
symbolic infrastructure of informal social interaction and the
production of meaning through the use of 1ega1, educational,
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medical, psychiatric and media technologies (otte, 19852446).

According to Buber ( 1 961 ) , Heidegger certainly recognized that
social relations were primary for human beings but Lreated them as
a great obstacle to self-attainmenl or "authenticity".

Technology is not inherently evi1. Às Kohak (198a:26) tells us:
"It is, surely good that there are synthetic medicines to ease the
surplus of pain, telephones to break through loneliness and
e1eòtric Iights to keep ihe wayfarer from stumbling. There is,
though, something wrong when þ¡e use medicine to deaden our
sensit.ivity, when we obliierate solitude wiLh electronics and blind
ourselves with the very lights we devised to help us see. "
Technology, however, requires a practice of continuous, effective,
anticipatory surveillance because once it is put into effect, the
momentum it gains may be difficult to reverse.

Certainly, Melucci (1985) is accurate when he argues that high
technology is irrevocably part of our tife. It is virtually
impossible for information on the nuclear bomb and ils production
to disappear and lherefore allow us to return to a prenuclear age.
"One", Melucci ('1985:806) writes, " has to imagine a catastrophe or
a situation where there is total control over information and the
erasing of facts and the rewriting of history, in Orwellian terms.
Otherwise lhe bomb is an incumbent and irreversible possibility of
human society, both a result of the largest widening of choices and
opportunities ever produced by material and cultural evolution and
an irreversible risk. We can only go beyond, confronting it."

Thus the task, as Kohak (1984) suggests, is not to abolish
technoJ-ogy but to regain the sense and purpose of our products and
production, to see through technology to the human meaning which
justifies it and directs its use. For such a task, Kohak
recommends the radical brackets of phenomenology. While I am

convinced that the "radical brackets" may assist human beings to
see through their technology, I think thaL such an approach, by
itself, is too monological to help human beings direct its use. We

shall return t,o this point in the conclusion.

According to Habermas ('1986), disenchantment with all kinds of
utopian aspirations and revolutionary forces has led theorists such
as J. Derrida and M. Foucault, whose proclamation of ever the same

cycle of power returning in ever new discursive formations, to
substitute the idea of an all-powerful logic of domination for the
abandoned hope of liberating social movements. Touraine (1985)
states that the social philosophy of lhinkers such as H. Marcuse,
t. Àlthusser, P. Bourdíeu, N. Poulantzas, and M. Foucault have
played a significant role in the history of ideas and ideologies,
but, at the same time, it has been highly destructive of social
analysis. "The necessary critique of a decLining or corrupted type
of sócial movement, Touraine (19852768- 769) writes, "ended up
arbitrarily in the image of a society without actors. The image of
our socielies as entirely dorninatèd by systems of control and
manipulatíon is so far from observable fact that it lured many
sociologisls to replace field studies by docÈrinaire
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interpretations. It transformed itself in some countries
dominant ideology of a self-destroying intelligentsia."
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into the

"Phi1osophy", Martin Heidegger (1977:18) says, "will not be abl-e to
effect any direct transformation of the present state of the world.
This is true not only of philsophy but of any simply human
contemplation and striving. Only a god can save us now. We can
only through thinking and writing prepare to be prepared for the
manifestation of God, or for the absence of God as things go
downhill all the way."

Both Banks (972) and Alberoni (1984) remind us that the historical
result of a movement and its aftermath depend on numerous factors
which may have no relation either to the movement's project or its
design, or may lack a clear cause-effect sequence. In historical
analysis, the final result is often the basis on which movements
and their aims are interpreted. This largely determined by the
fact that the hegemonic or victorious institutional povrer tends to
define itself as a force which, if it did not initiate the process,
has certainly guided it from the beginning, thus predating it with
a social blueprint and crediting the collective forces with a

consensus and a purposefulness which did not exist. For example,
the feminist pressure on the English Parliament to transform the
law of property ownership can be traced directly to the work of
identifiable feminists, but other changes in the status of women in
society which occurred at about the same time lack such a clear
cause-effect sequence (Banks, 1972).

The anthropological study of comparative philosophy, that is,
hundreds of cosnologies of nonlilerate as well as those of literate
peoples, for example, readily demonstraLe that there is no general
consensus about the nature of reality. WorId views or assumptions
about reality vary considerably from one grqup to another, and in
the end depend upon and effect the actual perception of it
(Kearney, 1984).

Human beings have no "species-specific" environment, that isr rlo
environment firmly structured by their own instinctual organization
(Berger and tucknan, 1966). We can inhabit, within the parameters
determined by our organism, any number of geographic and climatic
environments. Our constiLution at birLh, then, is often
interpreted as being one of "world-openness' or "plasticity" "
Nevertheless, biologically determined limitations to our
environment still exist. Our "species-specific" sensory and motor
equipment, for example, impose obvious limitations on our range of
"plasticity" or "worId-openess". See The Soçial Construction of
RèalitL, Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman (1965).

Kohak's use of the term moral is much more complex than the manner
in which I use it here. For Kohak, the term also includes the
dimension of eternity. It refers to human beings capable ot
grasping the goodness (i.e., the moral, non-instrumental value) of
being with a non-temporal reference. "The beauty of a tri1lium, the
lruth of insight, the goodness of a gesture of kindness, or the
pain of tragedy, the grief humans experience over the bloody
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remnants of animals along our highways all transcend simple
utilitarianism and empty sentimentality and "have their absolute
value, ingressing in time but independent of it" (Kohak,
1984:18-19). Thus human beings are capable of âppreciating beauty,
goodness, truth, holiness, all serving no purpose in time and
justified by none, needing no justification, but ingressing into
t ime.

Accordíng to Àlberoni ( 1 984) , Personal and collective
historicization discovers the past and looks back over it,
reviewing every phase. It questions anerv every acL and every
decision and considers as open to appraisal the decisions of
significant figures, and thereby explains the present and the
reason for its being the way it is. This, Alberoni, suggests is
precisely what Marx did when he rewrote history in terms of class
hi story

Kohak's argumenl is developed from the work of P. Ricoeur.

There is little consensus, as j¡e shall see, among theorists of
social movements as to what a movement is or what makes a social
movenent distinct from a political party or an interest group.
According to Cohen (1983) what distinguishes a social movement from
a "mere" interest group is that social movements coalesce around
ultimate values that are not open to compromise, hence the
fundamentalist potentiaJ- of alL- movemenLs. Banks (1972212)
suggests that sòcial movements act in "a more diffuse way and if
they are successful, establish preconditions for changes of policy
or iegime by bringing into question the legitimacy of the existing
politlcal system (in part or in whole) creating a different climate
of opinion ãnd proposing an alternative." In contrast, organized
political formations, such as political parties, are directly
ãngaged in the struggle for pov¡er in the sense of attempting to
retuin or capture the government of some po).itical unit.

Jenkins ('1 983a ) suggests that the dominance of a center /tett
governing coalition generalty increases the opportunities for
ieform movements by reducing the likelihood of repression and
increasing the sponsorship of polity members.

À sociology, like a utopia, which provides a critical analysis of
social tiié ¡ut remains mute about a means of transforming action
can also settle into sentimental desire and a style of living with
alienation.

[26] uarx and wood (1975¡388) write that "likely it is no
that government and foundation money was available for
the two most socially threatening groups of the 1960'
and student activists. Other protesters such as thos
Liberation, ecology and the earlier nonviolent c

movements did no! receive nearly as much atte
quantitative social scientists. "
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[25]

l27J Social movements straddle a divide which ordinarily separates one
major kind of analysis from another, that is, the divide between
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causal and purposive explanation. We may decide to consider a
movement's action the result .of forces ( i.e., structural
conduciveness) exlernal to it; those external forces supposedly
cause the behavior. In contrast, lve may decide to consider the
movement to be making choices according to some set of guidelines
implicit or explicit. Such an approach is purposive. I agree with
Marx and Wood ( 1 975) : there is no necessary incompatibility
beLween seeing social movenents as causes and effects of change.

[28] Snelser (1962: 'l 
1 -1 2 ) wrote: "we sha11 assume, for instance, that

perceived structural strain at the social level excites feelings of
anxiety, fantasy, hostility, etc. We shall assume that people in
certain kinds of social situations are more receptive to suggestion
than others. I,te shall assume that individuals who hold a
generalized belief respond more readily to leaders than those who
do not. We shall refer to some psychological research to justify
these assumptions. The reader should remember, however, that the
definition of collective behavior is social, not psychological."

t29l More recently, Smelser's line of thinking about collective action
has appeared to have shifted somewhat. "In short", he writes,
"societies are not static. Al any given time, society is a complex
system of movements and counter-movements pulling it in different
directions" (Smelser , 1981:450). Cornpare this assessment with
Àlaine Touraine's Sociology of Àction approach.

[30] McCarthy and Zald (1977), for example, put forth an organizational-
entrepreneurial model of collective acÈion, with significant
emphasis on factors such as the infrastructure of societal support
and cost benefits of modes of mobilization. In contrast,
Oberschall (1973) and Ti1ly (1978) offer a political-conflict
approach with emphasis upon the political structures and processes
which affect movement activity (zatd, 1980, Jenkins, 1983a, Cohen,
198s).

Iit1 In Marxism, like Thomism, freedom consists in wanting what is
objectively necessary to want. This is exactly the opposite of
everyday experience in which freedom is understood as Èhe ability
to choose between two contrasting alternatives. In essence our
freedom to choose is the darkness that derives from the inadequacy
of our intellect, which is unable to rank the things that matter
and "ends up confounding God with a plate of lentils" (Alberoni,
1e84).

[32] Marx made a notable exception in analyzing Napoleanrs
power. He stated that those who run the stale may act,
for a short time, in their olvn political interest without
to their class base (Bottomore , 1973\.

seizure of
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t33] Marx is unclear how such a vanguard arises. Somehow or other, lhe
revolutionaries have escaped the constraints placed upon them from
birth through control
socialization and socia
genetic or psychologic
atypically Èo condition

the ruling class over nechanisms of
control. 0r perhaps some biological,

feature has caused them to react
by their social environments (Banks,
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1e72) .

According !o Touraine, the press and television in advanced
societies are probably more important political organs or
institutions than the legislative body itself. This is why the
revolutionary m,ovenents that are trying, outside institutional
action, to offer a direct challenge to the social domination within
which tLre political system develops are attacking the press and
television more directJ.y than the legislalive body. This
subsequently enables them fo derive the maximun profit from the
mass media, thanks to which their action now has a visibility and
ubiquity it could never have before (Touraine, 1979).

Sociological Intervention is based on three principles:

1. It aims to study collective action, and therefore
approaches this action as directly as possible, that is, by
studying a militant group in its militant role, in the name of
which it accepts or demands intervention. The analysis bears
neither on the situation nor on the opinions, but on the
self-analysis which the militants perform upon this collective
action. 2. Às action is inseparable from social relations,
this intervention
interaction with soc

P
I
laces the author in a Position of
al partners, and what it provides as a

The

basis for the group's work of self-analysis is not an
theseideolog ical consc ience but the content of

confrontations. 3. In these conditions, the researcher
cannot be a distant observer. Such 'objectivity' would be
contradictory to his recognition of the actor as such.
Intervention requires that the researcher be an intermediary
between the militanl group and the social movement by which
its action is conveyed. Il is this new conception of the
researcher as neither observer nor ideologist that most
clearly di st ingui shes i ntervent ion f rom other nethods
(Touraine, 1981227), It should be pointed out that Touraine's
interventionist method has implications for the lengthy debate
in anthropology between "etic" and "emic" operations in the
sÈudy of human behaviour. See Cultural Materialis{n:
Struqqle for a Science of CulLure, Marvin Harris (1980).

[36] Sociological intervention should be distinguished from other types
of intervention. Unlike applied social psychology, it is not
directed towards the instrumental capacity of the activists to
inLervene in specific situations. Nor is it concerned with opening
up new forms of inter-personal sensitivity sought by training
groups. The object is not the internal functioning of a group of
activisls as a problem of interpersonal dynamics but in relation to
the movement of which they aspire to be a manifestation. Moreover,
its aim is not to propose solutions or obtain a consensus between
opponents (i.e., workers and management).

According to Touraine (1981), while participant observation is a

useful method for understanding the resistance of a dominated
group, it does not possess the means for separating the various
significations of a more "positive" ( i.e. , proactive) collective
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action. Thus, sociological intervention is said by Touraine to be
beneficial because it forces the analyst to consider that actors
not only react to situations but also produce them.

[37] Segbers (1982) identified the following main currents in the West
German Peace Movement: citizen initiative groups working for
specific concrete goals such as the prevention of the construction
oi missile launching ramps in their neighbourhood); old leftists
who in the '1 950' s and 1 960' s protested against re-armament and
atomic war (naster marches); critical peace research which opposes
traditional armaments--and defense experts and their monopoly of
political implications and value dimension of prevailing defense
philosophy and seek alternaLives; Orthodox communists; large
sectors of Iabor unions, Socia1 and Free democratic youth
organizations; and remnants of the student movement.

t38l Touraine suggests that the selection of groups and the intervention
process itself should be as close as possible to action, but
spec i f icall-y after the action, because during the action the
activists are not seeking the distance afforded by reflective
withdrawl bul rather the fullest possible participation in action.
For example, Touraine would recommend that intervention on the
worker's movement be carried out immediately after a strike.

t39l The length of intervention may vary, bu
it takes approximately 30 sessions over
intervention phase itself takes up to 1

four hours in length. 0f course, proced
suggests that it is important at leas
ensure that all interventions are given

ith a pre and post phase
hree month period. The
5 sessions, from two to
s may vary, but Touraine
t the present stage to

same general form.
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l40l Touraine suggests that the interlocutors should be introduced into
the group upon consideration of the target group's needs and
characteristics. Priority should be given to interlocutors who
have been most directly and personally involved in real conflict
with the movement. However, exceptions must be made were activists
are in danger of finding themselves confronted by an adversary who
might later initiate reprisals against them.
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